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1 "i11IM Its ME MR
-r) N t1TltA1d,%IC aA\TS AN 1111
(S)	 cdcroscopic examination •hrsls that
	 cells exposed to p.5,
IUI'gt11ULTIVF I%TEGRITI (4 iNCMAA,\ CULLS 1 . 0 or 2.0 Mlz lgjvsr similar. 	 'h.-lvscopic appesiance of cells exposed
Ilasbino Isidonio Martins
to 0.1 or 3.314it is also similar; however,
	 it is different	 from that
Lawrence l;eriuelfry Laboratory of cells exposed to O.S. 1.0 or 2.0 Wt.	 ~canning electron micrographs
lhlversiry of California of M3 - 1 cells rgnned to 1.0 MI: show characteristic 5uTy outer • ur-Owler laboratory
Berkeley, California 91'20 face co%oared with the smooth outer surface of utexpoted cells.
(0)	 for M3 . 1 cells, 0.5 T.
	
1s	 found to he the most effective
MSTRAi'I of 0.S.	 1.0,	 2. 0,	 and 3.3 Nlz	 freyttencits.
(7)	 Dose fractionation .haws that exposure to ultrasound sensi-
fix• effects of sonochromatic ultrasonic waves of 0 1, O.S. 1.0, tizes the cells to suhseyuont t, 	 arrant,	 to contrast to the effect of
0 and, 3 . 3 Wt frvquLncy on the colony - foming ability of mamssallarl X-rays.
011% (M3-1, V79, (Twang's and T-1) cultured in vitro have been studied (1)	 Cells	 in M and Gl phase are more resistant	 than those Ir. e
to determine the nature Of the action of ultrasonic energy on biologics. phase,	 in contrast to the effect of X-rays.
nstsw at the cellular level.
	
The cosdb
	
effect of ultrasound and (9)	 There is a small stmergistic effect between u!trasou+d^:nd
u rays has also been studied. X-rays.	 Rue degree of synergism depenls an X-ray lsr-se	 and the time
the following abs ,
 tidtions have been made interval heturen treatments, and is greater when. , Itrasound tollows
r
l l)	 the survival curses, in contrast to those for ionizing than '+hen it precedes X-rays.
radiations, are nearly
	
logarithmic; but the slope of the line decreases It is concluded that
► lth lncreating dose. (1)	 Ultrasonic	 irradiation cwues both lethal 	 and sublethal
Is
(2)
	
The Irthdl effect. are dose ro te dependent .end have s Ores- da"e,
hold dose rate.
•
(2)	 There is a threshold do-! rate for lethal effects.
i	 (3)	 Different cell	 lines show slightly different	 ensitivities. (3)	 fie Cfectiveness of ultrasonic wave, in causing cell death
1	 (1)	 Thr shape of the survival curve for different freq uencies p robably
	 ends on the frc uenc% aid the	 y	 kp	 y	 .11rq,lituafe cf	 the raves for
b similar.	 M011c1d	 ."count of w.rs a given c^I1	 I:ne,	 inducting .1 possible resonance phenomenon.ttlr Mpen •pro pro w• ••Wallow" al' /le United Sul.. 4o.Kw rnlnl Mo111el
J, ^d 904" wlr the Untied SI./N ^1..k In.1p
CaYlr.w . wr .nt of Isom .w,Mu1'... not .n1 of
r^ Weal— lot.. , y^.unlr..l r. .w IM- .ln pM•/.N.
MOM 
o"' Mrnwl/ ..pl.r .w Irwpled..•.....we. M ►
seats mob", r• INp-,n Y.dll1 lug the ..,,r.s1. 1-0
adfl a ,eNWnoo. ul Mr W­ .16.. .Vor/HY..
pr^eapl M P,.~ dY/lurd, of leow .w11 11e/ w1 111.
1 Weid/ am lnhlyp peaM 'I --d 110".
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(4) The lathal effects are not duo to cavitation because the
ntm$itia: used are such lower than those required to produce cavita=
t», nor are they primarily due to temperature because they are
observed even When the temperature does not exceed 37•C.
(5) There seem to be two mechanisms responsible for cell death:
at 0.1 and 3 . 3 MHz, all death probably results from coagulation of
I
Pro toplasm; but for 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 Hiz, the primary came of cell
death sews to be damage to the cell membrane.
(6) 4ner8laa between ultrasound and X-rays may be due to an inter-
actton between the nuclear damage caused by X-rays and the damage to the
cell membrane caved by ultrasound.
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1. Cameral Remarks
Studying the affects of onvirormantal factors on biological
systems has boom increasingly important in this day and ago, as the
vary existence of life on this planet--som would have us believe--is
threatened by man's interference with the ococystom of our earth. T»^
such environmental factors are sonic vibrations and ionizing rnaiatiot,s.
71%a offecte of ionizing radiations have boon extensively studied, but
I'ttlo wrrk has bow done on the effects of sonic vibrations on living
systems.
Sonic vibrational of various intensities and frequencies are pro-
ducer' all around us, either deliberately for a specific desirable effect
or as 'pollutants"--an undesirable byproduct of an industrial society.
Using audibility by the human ear and frequency (the number of complete
oscillations executed by a particle in unit time) as the criteria, we
can classify sonic vibrations into three categories:1
(1) Audiofreguencies. This is the range of frequencies that can
be heard by man. There arc individual variations regarding the lower
and upper limits on the range of audit. frequencies, but commonly the
range is taken to be from 16 Hz to 16,000 Hz- (hertz, which is abbre-
viated Hz, is the unit of frequency ano is defined as l cycle per second;
KHz>v103 Hz and Miz a 106 IIz.)
(2) Subsonic frequencies . These are frequencies from 0 to 16 I1z.
ar,	 saww.aa^ aaWwaw.a ^,a a. .<,436. knlalM€!' will Ill`q'ie114 iba +w
16,000 Hz. The upper limit for ultrnso nic frequencies is set at around
500 Miz by practical limitations of the generators. Frequencies above
15 Miz are sometimes roferrod to as microwave ultrasonic froqutticies
because at those high frequencies, even though particle vitlation IS
still being produced, the very short wavelengths tend to make the waves
behave like electromagnetic microwaves.
B. Literature Review
L.angovin, Around 1920, was one of the first to tO lser'.e the lethal
effects of ultrasound on living organism.. burinq ht°, invesv gosons
on the use of ultrasound for submarine location, he noticed that small
marine organisms that wandered into the path of his bean were killed
rapidly. Because of this, the idea of using ultrdss-arkl a^ ikath-,sys
was considered; but it was not seriously explored.
Since then marry studies have been made on the bivl(jtcsl effects
of ultrasound; and today ultrasound is used extensively in biology,
medicine, and dentistry.
Ultrasound has been used for such diverse purposes rs the p rookie
tion of holograms, 3,4 the removal of bacteria contained in a milk film
fixed on metal turface5; 5
 the determination of holy tissue c,>mgxllitiUh
in slaughter mnimals, 6 '-14
 the treatment of wine to m prow .ts bouquet
and taste, 15 the treatment of farm crop seeds to obtain better yield, if,
and the treatment of mvnstraal disorders in wown. 17
 But the primary
application of ultrasound in biology has been for the breaking down of
cells and the preparation of cell fractions, such as ,enzymes, to study
metabolic pathways and to investigate localization of cell compxments
within the call. 18-20
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therapeutic use$ of ultrasound, as in treatment of 4niere's and
Parkinson's diseases, generally requi,l high intensities, while low-
intensity ultrasound is used in diagnosis tG obtain "echograms", i.e.,
visual iokmas of objects arising from inhomogenetres in acoustic absorp-
tion. At intermediate intensities, ultrasound is used in physiotherapy
(diatherq), mainly as a source of heat.
In dentistry, two frormlcy rr•tges are used: the low
- frequency
range (20 to 30 Mit) is used mainly for meelur,ical processes such is
cleaning and drilling of teeth, peridontal prophylaxis, and amalgam
Packing ; the high-froquarrcy range (540 to 1,060 Kit) is used thera
peutically in the treatrmsnt of clinical conditions such as pulpitis,
post-extr,sction edema, and neuralgia.22
'the biological, medical, and dental applications of ultrasound
are reviewed by Nswel1 , 21
 Kelly, 23 , 24 Fry and Rain, 25 Grossman et al,26
Goldberg and Sarim, 27
 Brown and Gordon, 28 and Hill. 29 Ilse physical,
chemical and biologicatl effects of ultrasound are described in detail
by Ul lpiner, 30
 who has also reviewed the literature extensively. the
work relevant to the biological effects of ultrasornd at the cellular
level will be desciibed hare.
Following the initial Observations of Langevin, Wood and I ,ormis3l
in 19.1 7 reported the rupture of paramecium and Spirogyra in an ultra-
sonic field; and in 1932 14ervey and I.oemis 32
 took cinephotcmicrographic
pictures of sea urchin ergs contained in a drop of liquid and exposed
to ultrasonic waves; they observed that cell rupture required less tnan
1!1:04 sec.
:he4e early relvirt^: test riVer; trwinit the al-ist t-,twl drsintegr+
tion of a large sariety Of tmrtellular and ineertehrate organisans.
'Moore subtle effects have been observed sirs a then. So:lmiitt 33 in 19.9
nbserv'd rotation and frapontatior of the nucloolus of Asterias eggs.
reindt ;4 reportO that Paramecium exposed to low ultrasonic intensities
performed rapid ;:ir,ular motion which slowl y stopped, the outer mem•
bran Itecoming detac)ted sand hnrbting, ielea s ing the cytoplasm into the
ou tside ►redfur:.
Ner and *bopg 35,V, observed complex patterns of ordered motion
of intracellular inclusions in individowl relic of plants when high
frequency vibrations were applied to selected regions of the cell wall.
lhlghes and Nyborg'S7
 exposed suspensions of fresh erythrocytes in 0.91
saline to vibrations of 85 1311 frequency and MS to 5 o amplitude by
dipping a vibrating needle into the suspension, and observed the cells
in a microscope. They found that under a vaeiety of conditions the,
cells were readily damaged, the number of damaged cells increasing with
increasing amplitude. suspensions of the protn:oon Tetrallymcna•
RXriforni%s,
 were exposed under the same conditions; and, depending
mainly on the amplitude, effects ranging from temporar y inhibition (if
motility to complete disrui+tion were- found. W cinephotani,;rography
the experimenters noticed that the cells heca^ae violently distorted
as they entered the region of highest streaming speeds n e ar the tip of
the needle, and the contents of the cell moved in a circular manner
relative to the cell motion. When suspensions of F. soli in water or
in 0.91, NaCl ware treated similarly, Hughes and A'yhorg observed many
empty cells with significant amcnunts of protein released from the cell,l.
t
!sewrver, they found that bacteria are mnrc resistant than erythro ytes
-r prr+0904. They ascribed the damage to shearing due to -.tredming
motions and not to cavitation, which is the fcrna^ation of vaculoles in
a liquid exposed to sonic vibrations.
Wilson ee al. 38 reported that ultrasound of 85,000 I)z applied to
the surface of egg cells of marine invertebrates produces rotation,
translation, deformation, and fragmentation of the nucleoli; rotation
and deformation of nuclei; acoustic streaming of nucleoplasm and cyto-
plasm; d^formation of the cellular surface; and fragmentation of the
cell.
According to E1'piner30 tie action of ultrasound on microorganisms
I
.% of a complex and diverse nature. He rules out temperature as a
primary factor i;a many of the effects of ultrasound that have been
obscrvod in microorganisms and says that the bactericidal effect of
ultrasound is due primarily to cavitation in an aqueous medium. Dif-
ferent bactet: ,t differ from one another in their sensitivity to ultra-
sound. It is believed that the size and the shape of the bacterium is
a significant factor in the differential sensitivity of microorganisms
to ultrasound.
For viruses, too, the sensitivity to ultrasound depends on the
structure and size of the virus particle. E1'piner et al. 39 have sham
that ultrasound produces distinctive disturbances in the structure of
phage T-2, from which they were able to judge features of the morpho-
logical str,x;ture of this phage. Of the seven T-phages active against
gtSoli, T2 , T4; T6 and T8 are more sensitive to ultrasound and also
to 3 r^ s, ultraviolet light, and radioactive phosphorous as compared
JpWi l l , T3 and T7 which are more resistant to ultrasound and also to
other physical factors mentioned above. 30
'ludo and Dworkin 40 studied the resistance of vegetative 'oll1^
and n icrvcwsts of b xocnccus xanthus, 711e)' found that the mit'rr cr tti
were 19,3 times as resistant as the vegetative cells and that the resis-
tan,:e developed during the conversion of rods to refractile spheres.
Iltrasound does not seem to cause coarse mechanical [creaks in
yeast cells even after prolonged irradiation at high intensities
(r..1'piner30 ; Martins et al. A1 ), Lcpendin and Ustinova42 report that
Bel'kevich of al, found that the greatest destructinn for yeast cells
occurs at a frequency of 400 101z; but Martins et al. 41 found that for
inhibiting colony formation in S. cerevisiae (strains BZ34 and X841)
1.0 kflz is the most effective of the following frequencies that were
tested: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.3 MHz,
The role of ultrasound as a mutagen is discussed by Gordon,43
He says that ultrasound produces both structural and gone mutations
and that a nunber of authors have found that ultrasound is able to
cause breaks in chromosomes and in single chromatids, but chromosomal
rearrangement or recombination has not been extensively reported, A
doubling of the chromosomes to forth polyploids has also been reported,
Gordon considers three possible mechanisms for the mutagenic effect of
ultrasound: high pressures and accelerations causing movements within
tolls, generation of heat at points, and cavitation, tie concludes
that although there is much evidence to the contrary cavitation is
probably the cause of the mutagenic action of ultrasound, However,
the observations of Martins of al, 41 on the ultrasonic production of
"-Arg reverse mutants" in S. cerevisiae indicate that the increase in
reversion mutation frequency was not caused by cavitation,
Kaudles an the dpnormal elrvon-t 4kvrinrerxnt tot Inro	 ila
yl.eo!aater indexed nv ultrasonic trestarsnt of the eggs at the svrwptisl
h lastotbrim stage at I Mfr with 0.1 to O S WICM 2
 for YI sec are retorted
M Selman od CAXWV. 44 gluten, Zinser and pled as reported that
Monte bode Irradiation of IaF I
 mice a' 1 M1z frequency for S min both
cuntinumMly w 1 o pulses	 ( intensity 1/7 to 4 W /tat2 )_ Old not produce
C~tlt damage favt ►age litter sire twirl the criterion toed) in those
mice that were inaffected by Ow sonication (no skin hurn) when their
%ere bred brother cross-sister fur six litters.
Stimulatory effects of ultrasonic waves were first reported by
Istomins and 05trosvill. 46
 They found that ultrasonic treatment of
mtato w" norrrased the weight of the tuber and reduced the weight
Of the leaves
	 %tisulatory effects of ultrasound in the germination
A %reds and on prudat i vfty of fodder hearts have been reported by
Rubtsovs, 16
 while watatAJith at 91. 47 foisrl that ultrasound catused a
rmpdittion In the growth rate of seedlings of Vicia fats.
ihservatlms to the effects of ultrasonic waves ort metabolism
and „r stmht:ctoscopic st nr Lures of cells and tissues in .uuonal .organ
lots have alsu seen reported. .laukaw ak at al. 48 foul an Incrrase in
the RM content of ultr*wmicully Irradiated rat liver cells and a
rrdrtion of the INA tontrnt of the %am cells.
Ittrrn• 49,50 in htt worts ton SatcarMces cerevlalae at stiblethal
•holes of ultrasound 'irNuanty 10 1010, fourtu inhibition o! hiosyn-
dlssis during sonication, synthesis being restaMd imxedut-ly after
the sonlcitor was turned off. Illtrasaawl also inhibited protein syn-
thesis and caused leakage of free histidine, but these effects wrie
not immediately reversed when sonication was stopped. Uptake of
iaatmitl ton and NirnitM n ► purinr nuKlWA-'s Is UtJIlr,teJ, but ip
tike aud;or intentiun of	 -. tote Is reduced. Ik hell"Vs that ultra'
sound canes disru ption of the supraaolscular organization of the cell,
particularl y 'he cell membrane, making it more persrlmble to certain
innds of smell moletvles but not to other kinds of .null molecules or
to large solerules.
Ihtytohin and 11'piner %l hive ohsrnrd tery subtle ch.uyles in
the tiltrastrvttural organization of the ergaatoplasulc retlel'tP, the
mitochondria, and the nucleus of the cells of Irlltii ucltes carcinoma
exposed to ultrasond of 6(10 101: Ingancv for 10 -in at IS W/tat
tnter0ti.v.
Slawinski ` studied the effect on the iodine met,iNd ism in kvines
figs rxposed to ultrasound of 600 l01z fres lucnicy at an int omity of O.S
p
to 1 h/ca for 1 to 30 time, with each exposure of 10 min. Ik cencludrs
that ultrasound stimulated or depressed thyroid funtti ,n .lelterkling on
the dose. It Jlso Observed mnrph( , logical change. such .0 diminished
nu, lear volume .rid a lowering of the height of the alveolar rphthelitr
in the exposed thyroid glands. S3 hnttional end morphological Changes
in die thyroid gland are retorted also by Itrardiris et al. 54 who exp sed
rabbits t) ultvootnd of Eno 171: frequercy at I and 1 M/air` Intensity.
S'alt town 55 studied the effect of Atrasound of 1 41. frequency on
the fine . trr	 R of the liver parenc(rvmal cell , ^f mi..e whet, the ultra
%Olnd was a p lied to the igga • r and.emn. flu Jppe.urance of the liver
tells raryled Into nearh normal (intensity 1 W/cm for 1 min) to cum-
plete loss (coagulation) of the fine s tricture of the .ell organelles
(intensity S W/cat for a min). lie al— ciescnbes a histological method
to-
1
r mrasurinx the influence of ultrasonic energy on living tissue
_Elder experimental conditi.eL%. It delend on the observation that the
number of injured must cells in the mesentery of the rat is prupor-
tional to the applied ultrasonic dose. %0
Rasursiaroova et al. 57 noticed changes in the fine structure of
the brain nerve cells of llyalophors cecropis (a caterpillar) when the
whole body of the larva was exposed to ultrasound (700 IOIz, at 1 to
S W/a ).
11trasonic treatment of rabbit testes at 2.25 Miz frequency and
1 dl/amt intercity for 1 to 10 min prodiced no notice,ihle structural
or functional changes as stated by 11ahn aril Foote 56 , but Andrianov59
noticed significant histological, histochemucal, and ultrastrictural
icha q-s in the testes of albino rats exposed to ultrasound of 600 ! 10
niz frequency and 0.2 W/ox 2 intercity. These changes were most pro-
nounced 14 to 72 hours after the ultrasonic treatment, and the testi-
cular structures tended to return to normal a month after the treatment.
Covich and ?sukads60 found that ultrasonieatian (at 27 101z) of
oosporaigial walls of Char* zeylanics separates the inner and outer
wall but does not alter the internal cell morphology; however, a 30-min
exposure erodes the papillae.
Kovalev
b"a
-') has studied the effect of Ultrasound on Brucella
and repo rts toMorary changes in the physiological properties following
a single exposure; but continued exposure produces progerry with altered
properties, the properties of the original culture being restored follcw-
izig repeated culturing.
klrimrnov6` has studied the effect of local .nd general ultnsonit
trea t meia on antihodv titers and mterrelatinrrt bittern srrtr proteins
in rabbits. Ha observed inhibition of production of precipitins but no
effect on :Wglutinin synthesis in whole-hociv irradiation. Incal ultra-
sonic irradiation of the lymph nodes resulted in a tnark pd decrease of
the titer of agglutirns to E. cols when the latter were injected helow
the site of the ultrasonic application.
The effect of ultrasoinol on muscle fibers has been studied i,y a
ii:imber of investigators following the pirheering work of flatters and
Harvey. 
63 
Ultrasonic waves affect the morphology as well as Cause
subtle chtriges in the hioutalytic function.
Sht rankfel'd et al. 
64 
have studied the effect of high intensity
ultrasonic waves (600 171:, at 10 to 12 W/an `
 for 30 to 300 min) on r-
and F-actin proteins in solution. Exposure to ultrasonic waves leads
not only to a "loosening" of the polymer structures of F-actin but also
to more significant changes affecting G-actin which is involved in the
formation of the polymer molecule of F actin.
Ravitz and Sdviitzler6S
 observed changes in the fine stricture,
particularly the ratWciondrial cristae and the coigbonents of the 
s arco-
tubular system, in frog samitendirosus muscle fibers following highly
localized ultrasonic treatment (85 101z) at intensities that ruled out
thermal effects and cavitation.
The effect of ultrasound on cultured maWnlian cells has been
reported recently by Clarice and Hill, 66 They report that the intensity
threshold and intensity Optimum for cell disintegration occur at about
1 and 5 W/9 22 . 71ey ^bserved an anomalous dose-rate effect and found
:Aat the medium exerts a chimiprotective effect on the Bells. '1vey
	
C. Statama►t of the Problem
have also studied the effect of u:traauud as a function of the '.ell
	 fver since Puck rS and his co workers developed a technior for
erele and report that calls in M-phsee are more sensitive than 'hr	 culturing single mammalian cells in vitro , that tec'Mlque has horn used
average population. 67
	
extensively to stub the biological effects of various atvirsvomiital
11e combined effects of ultrasound and other physical and chookcal
	 futon, particularly ►oninng radiations. 76 These studies give valu-
factors have hem studied in several systems.	 able information about the nature and the mechanism of the action of
2ap1De
 observed that ultrasound rduarxes the anrphologlcal changes	 such factors at the cellular level and help in the evaluation of th.^
Produced by penicillin in E. call ,. E1'piner 'lo reports that F. toll
	 effects at the orgenismal level. Alth,.iigh ultrasound hs used e,ten
becomes more sensitive to ultraviolet light if it is egx»ed to ultra 	 sively for vaiims purposes in iivtustr y , biology, medi.irvr, and d►n
suisd tw1ureharad or simultaneously. Garina 69 reports that preliminary	 tistry , only limited and rather controversial work has teen dvine to
ultrasonic treatment of spores from various Actimarycet0 strains
	
studv the nature of Its effects and the mr,hani • m of its action at the
tacreased ttae lethal and mutaganic effects of U.V. radiation. Avakyanis
	
cellular level
reports that cmabined treat&ent with ultraviolet and v'tr"oud is 	 Thus investigation deals with the effects of ultrasonic waves
better 'ham either separate treatment in Improving the buaalivi Aoki 	 an the colony forming ability of iammulian cells cultured in vitro.
taste of rite. According to SpruuK, 7Q r"osemitivity of biological	 The study was ,tine to obtain the following information:
material ( seeds of grass. Lollum italicum) stay he increased by sUmil 	 (1) The nature of the dose respuve curve for mamtmaluan cells
taneous ultrasonic Arad v radiation. 	 cultured in vitro.
ikieber 7j has observed a synergistic effect between ultrasound
	 (2) the dose-rote effect and theoccurrencr of threshold.
and X-rays in the regression of Walker carcinoma in rats. Martins 72
	
(3) The effect of dose fractionation.
has :Jserved a synergistic effect between ultrasound and X-rays on the
	 (1) The seroitivity of different cell tires to a given frequency.
..olony-foraing ability of cultured m.uw6tlian cells.
	 (S) The sensitivity of a given cell line to different frequencies.
Clarke at &1., 73 however, did not observe any sviwrgistic effect
	 (A) The influence of certain physical and biological factors
between ultrasotmO and X-rays in l ymphoma cells. Also, Rapacholi74
	
(such as temperature, prtsence or absence of medium different stages
states that the effect of combined ultrasonic and X-ray treatment on
	 in cell cycle) on the seroitivity to ultrasound.
the electroplwretic mohilit-/ of Ehrlich "cites tumor cells was additive, 	 (7) The combined effect of ultrasound and X rays.
rather than synergistic.
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11 . PHYSICS OF ULTRASONIC KAOS
( g ) The mechanism of the action of ultrasound.
Most of the experiments were done with Chinese hamster bone 	
A. General Principles
marrow cells (K3 - 1) at 1.0 Wz frequ•-ncy. fie expe riments with other 	
The physics of ultrasound is treated extensively and thoroughly
cel' lines (human kidney (T-1), human liver (C hang's) and Chinese	
by Beyer and Letcher,
94
 Blitz. 
82 
Crawford, I Richardson and Brown, 
Al
haster lung IY79)I, were done to (compare the sensitivity of different 	
hierru m , 77 Kittel , 79 Carlin . 2 Kr"il ' mkov , 43 and others . 7g ' s0 These
cell lines to a given frequency. The experiments at 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, and 	
references also describe the methods for the generation of ultrasamhd,
3.3 MHz, and at the Audio fmqustncies, were done to compare the sensi-	
and techniques for its measurement. The latter are also described by
tivity of a given cell line to different frequencies. 	
Fry and Fry. 66 Newel I, 87 ,nd by Hill. gs The physical aspects of ulti.-
sound which are of importance to biological studies are 	 by
Fry a.i Dim ,25 by Brown and Gordnn, 29 and by Peacocke and Prichard.g5
Sound is a wave motion. It is caused by the vibrations of the
particles of a medium which has been disturbed. Sound waves differ
from electromagnetic waves in that the latter can be propagated in
vocuun. Wave motion may he classified in different ways depending on
the criteria one chooses; thug it may be:
(1) Pure if it is produced by a source vibrating with a single
frequency, or Caplex when the wave motion is the resultant of a number
of fregirencnes.
(2) Continuous when the wave notion is regular as in a musical
note, or Discontinuous as in an explosion.
(3) Longitudinal (L-wave) when the vib.-ations of the particles
are in the direction of propagation of the wave; Transverse or Shear
S-waveej aha: particle vibration is perpendicular to the direction of
wave motion; or Surface (Rayleigh wave) When the wcve is propagated
a
f n
s
r
................. utaiwanatmg the nuts of the Medium "low the
surface. Qsly longitudinal raves can he prtpagated in fluids, .Mile
transverse and gayletgh waves can travel only In solids
(A) tin the buts of the nature of the wavra front (the 'eedang
surface of the advancing wave), there are flue, • r ► cal, and
ccy) UWneal waves. For plane waves lire scuree of sound has a Paste
surface and the wave front is planar. Men the sound source is a point
source, the wave front close to he source is sphei teal and spherical
raves ant prq,agatsd. If the source of loud as a red, the wave front
is cylindrical, giving rise to cylindrical waves.
ilw•
 scwntc waves used In this steady art Iurr planar longitudinal
waves described on the motel of a staple sinusoidal harmonic motion
(tig. 1). 7%1s is defined w that motior along a line for which the
acceleretlun of a body towards scar fixed point on that line van" In
proportion to the displacement of the h.dy away from that point.
Figure 1. Idlsplaaaant y of a body executing 914 from the
pnsition of rest against tine t.
Sumple harmonic motion, Is characterlted by the following
paramten
(1) Tug period M. the time taken by the particle to ooWlete
a angle vibration. 11ie snit for T t ► ►ec
(2) Fn lunlcz (() the number of vttrattuns completed In are
second. It is obvious from the defin.tions that f . 11T. live unit of
frrmuency is the lisrtr which ns def'.ned as one cycle per sec.
(3) Displac moit agl itude (A). the aaauis dasplecatafmt of
the particle from its position o; rest. The displacement of a particle
In relation to tuts t oheys a -.tow iaw y • A stn 2 eft.
(4) Velocity mlitudr (vo): the mmismim velocity of the
particle, observed as the particle passes through its initial position
of rest. the vibrational velocity of a particle is g:vrn by
v	 dy/dt • 29fAcos2sft
	
if A • Constant
vo	2efA ( cos2eft • No - 1)
(3) Sound ve locity (e): the distance traveled by the wave in
unit t1mr. For hues c - F-1 1 . W^ where P e Iressure,
o • derisIty, v - cP/cv is the ratio of the specific host it constant
pressure (cp ) to the specific hrit at constant volute ( caw ), M Is the
molecular weight. k - gas constant, T • ahsst. tem perature, For lfpuids
• I/6ndp	
101^5116` , 
where Dad - adiabatic compressibility.
a is • isothermic compressibilit y , a	 -I 1V dv r dc	 For solids c	 E/c,
wRrro E is the Youamg's isolilus.
(6) have laigth (A): is the distance between no wisecvtfve
troughs or crests and is defined by the relatlot. c • ft. The snit for
wavelength as the a. tine the froquawcy of sand raves is determined
by the source of the nbratiorts and because the velocity of
17-	 •la-
i
imd has a characteristic value for a given medium, it fellows that
.`en soo-id travels from aw- me • ':um into another only the wavelength
will change if the ad}oinirym media diffei from one another as regards
the velocity of sand.
(7) Intensity or fwrgy: when a sound wave travels through a
ssddua, there is no actual miDyewftt of a partlek• in the medium awe
mom the source; the motion m, entirely vibrat:.trnal about a fixed
point, but there is transfer of energy away from the source. The
mount of energy carried by sound vibratirvu in l sec througb an area
1 a per^erndicular to the direction of rropagation detertunes the
strength or intensity of the sound. For a plan progressive sine lave
the sand intensity 1 - P2 /2a' where P is the acoustic pressure or the
excess pressure created by the propagation of the wave, over and above
die moat pressure in the medium. Acoustic pressure is related to the
vibrational velocity (v) being equal to voc when oc is the specific
or characuristic acoustic impedance of the medium.
Sand intensity is measured in Matt/a 1 or erg/sec-a 1 (1 M/amt -
10 7 erg/sec-a 1 ). Another unit commonly used to mcpress intensity of
acoustic energy is the decibel which is ten taw the logarithm (to the
base 10) of the ratio of a given soul intensity to a reference (thres-
hold) intercity. The threshold intensity usually chosen is 10 16 M/ce
aAwich is the intensity of soul close to the threshold of audibility
of the hum ear. A sand intensity of 10 -2 M/a 22 (110 db) produces a
strong sensation of pain. The intensity of normal conversational
spesr)i is 60 db (10.10 M/a2 ) b
1S displacement amplitude (A) of a particle is related to the
limtensit/ of sound as follows. 30
v • 2sfA
P - voc - ZVLAPc .
^ 2	 t
Isis	 I - P"/2oc;	 1 . Is t1A
2 (^c)	
- 2w1 f1A2oc .
2pc
Sours dues not pass through a vactnsn, so for the propagation of
sound wave. it is essential to have a medics. In discussing the inter-
action of sound waves wit), the medium •e will crinfin^ ourselves to
plane longitudinal sine waves incident at nortral angle, such twang the
case in our experiasntal set up.
A sound wave may undergo any one or more of the following types
of t-iwaetaorn with the medium absorption, reflection aid transmi ssian,
standing or stationary waves, resonance, diffractiex
. , scattering.
(1) Absorption. Men sand waves travel through a medics, there
is a camvers on of s4e of the a rustic energy into other forms of
energy, primarily heat (energy . The loss of acoustic energy is expressed
Li term of the absorption or attenuation coefficient a given by the
fallowing relationship:
A	 Ace °x or
I	
Iue-2oa
where A aid : o are the MIPlltuda and intensity at any given point and
A and i ant the amplitude and intensity at a further distance x.
.iy.
The various mechanisms responsible for absorption of %uaw( stay
t♦ ciaanif190 into two general t4twries' a) v i scosity or fnctionol
Iag ad b) relssation pmseass which refer to the tl4 mal and stnk
turd reot'ientatian of the mnolecuifa. lh# exat t mhK"hmniema leading to
absrtrption of a mvW weve in a medium, and particularl y in totplex
biological media, are not fully understood
(2) Neflieclinn and TrSleassian
Incite dent wave
Transmitted wave
Reflected wove
Medium I	 watat 2
Figure 2
*win a plane wave is incident at a normal angle to A pr-no
boundary separating two rodis, (1) and (2) in Fig. 2, soma of the
amergy of the incident beast is reflected and the reminder is trans
mitted into the second medium. The relative amounts that are reflected
awl transmitted are determined by the reflection and transmission
coefficients, which depend on the spei:ifit acoustic impedantes of
the two media. 28
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The tr4m`Mi. t ion tt*tts^sr"t
	
41 l k q vt'	 I ht0 tt1? thf tranraitteJ weve
t	 Intensity Of reddest wavy
feiti;` ft 12_
The refUttiwn , eeffi, lent
	
I	 Intenstty of rrfie, ted wave
r	
,. ,2.vi, i
	
htrnti.w^ eat ,m Wont wAve
for a given boundary,
at • ai
r
 n 1,
From the about equations one can sae that since Base. have very
Iry characterist4, imxdm e•, alr%t 1001 reflection art vr* titallY
no transmission will tale pIwIv at a boundary between a gas and a solid
or a liquiro. this property is utilized in the detettiatt of bubbles in
,411VUs biol0=ir31 sytt$W .
The efficia ,cy of the transfer of sound energy frost iron Material
to another, as expressed by the traium b lion toefftttent, sN krnom as
the degroo of acoustic Matching or coupling. where s  i% very low the
tw1; media are poorly Matched. "lit where x  is % uffitimtly ntigh for
there to be a loss of only a dew decibels (for example, it value of
about 101), the Midis Are said to be wall matched. Thr% property is
used to obtain'bchogrme" and detect tumors,
0
The presence of intervening media creates difficulties since
-uch depends on the thickness of the intervening layers as well as on
their cheractu-'stic iiedances. The resultant value of the trans•
nfission coefficient may not necessarily be obtained by Multiplying
tngether the coefficient for each of the boundaries.
r	 +	 (3) Stationary or standing waves, when the reflected waves
.am a continuous beam, they will interfere with the incident waves
and give rise to stationary or standing waves. In practice, for any
finiig sized Medium we always have stationary waves. In contrast to
standing waves, we have progreinive waves, for which wave motion Is
in one direction only.
(4) Resonance. This occurs when the length of the median has
a certain value related to the wavelength of the sound within that
willu m. Thus we have half-wavelength or quarter-wavelength resormce.
(S) Diffraction. A parallel bean of sound waves leaving a
plane surface will ruin parallel tip to a certain distance and :hen
diverse. 7his phenomenon is known as diffraction. It can be shown
that within an approximate distance of D Z/4A from the radiating i.ur-
face (D being the diameter of the source and A the wavelength) the
beam will be approximately parallel. The region in which the blam
is parallel is known as the Fresnel region or near field, and the
region beyond that where the beam becomes divergent is known as the
Frauuhofer region or far field. 28
M Scattering,. When the boundary has dimensions which as
caperoble with or less then one wavelength, scattering takes place,
A. Generation of Ultrasound
There are four principal ways of producing ultrasonic wsvea:
Mechanical generators, thermial generators, negnetostrictive gaterstors,
and piezoelectric generators.
(1) Mechanical generators,
a) Tuning forks. These have been used to produce ultrasound
of frequency up to 40 )a1z, but they are unsuitable because the waves
are easily damped and energy output is low.
b) Gallon whistle, Sound is produced by letting a current of
air escape through a narrow slit and fall upon the sharp edge of an
object facing the slit. Frequencies up to 100 Mz have been obtained.
c) Hartman generator. A jet of ooapressed air escaping frost
a hole impinges on a coaxial ring-shaped edge which May be the RM4
of a small bottle resonator. 7lough high-energy outputs May be Obtained
from these sources, both the amplitude and the fr`yaency are difficult
to control.
d) Holtsann's generator. Sound waves are prodia ed by setting
a glass or Metal rod to vibrato lengthwise. Holtimann p^*d a fro
quehcy as high as 33 KRz.
(2) 7hersal generators. Alterb generated sound waves 
up 
to it
frequency of 300 KRz by wens of a spark gap fed by a damped Oscillator
circuit. This generates a mixture of frequ nrAes from which the desired
frequency may be selected using a diffraction gating.
(3) *gutostrictive generators. The principle on which tlwse
generators are based is the Jmagnetostrictive or Joule effect, which
d+..•. .. .... e.a., Vt u.e tiurNrion of the
(told. If an alternating sagrrtic field to apt+lied along the dnreatnnn
of the sale Of s rod of fern aapntic notarial, the nid oscillates at
Wlu the /ngcnncy of the applied field. Muter. output Is obtained
sr opnt i#S at the howlso ntal resuriert fregtmrry
 Ifr i of the and
nIm by
it
there P. Is the adiabetic rourd't Modulus for the notarial of the nod.
Its dabity, and L its length.
(4) Plesoelectric aawrstore. flu ca►r ►e brothers discovered
that ' • certain crystals having asw of n repsrtry were nult)wtad to
n"hantul stmt, then electrical charges Jeveloped on the surfaces.
?his Is known as the p ► etoalectr►c offwt. The Lurie brothers also
observed the .criers• piezoelectric effect. I.e.. when to electric
Held is eppl:ed in the direction of an axis of nonevottlotry, the crystal
to ewharuically strained, the aoueut of $train being propnrti.wul to
the intensity of the aMlied field. It Is this cnnveree piezoelectric
effect which Is used in piezoelectric ,asorators. A Lloaely related
effect Is the eloctrost nLtive oftect, the significant differom a beingi
that for the elect fast rict the affect the uagnituds of the me hatical
*train produced as proportional to the square w the applied field
Itr.gth The piezoelectric effect is observed in quart ► , Ftodnelle
Wt, tournoliae, end simlla►
 crystals. The eloctrostrictim effect
Is pronotnted In (erroeleetric tutorials such as hanum titafrto and
lead iinonste. The ferroelectric materials have an advantage over
piezoelectric crystals in that they are polycrystaline and it Is
possible to cut them into alaost any Jesln 1 $%"*, so they can he
teed to Obtain focused ultraso is baellgl. A p,larited ferfoolectrlc
trasdcer & no te like s plo• illectrlt tronrdurer. for the espariarnts
dwcnbed herein, z cut quart• crystals were used to praJae ultra-
sonic waves of O.S. 1 0, 2.0, and 3.5 W1 fny.rncy, and a barium
titanate crystal was used to protLcr 0.1 Wt Irequenv
For an 1 ,vt 4tertt crystal t*e natural fro4urntti it given M
/ r • rum/
 
2L,
awn c Is the velocity of weld in the crystal, L is the thi,knoss
of efts ,'ate, and n is order of the hartonlc.
Since c • 4500 q/s C. the first order or nswfaasntal frequecy
is p wen by
f • 2100 11. Wain
Ilia experlawnt a l value is 2880/1. kc le.n . the d • x repaucy my be due
to the presence of trensve ►s• waves so well as lurvit -I 'MO d If a
pletoolectrlc crystal is plated in in alternating electric field so
that a polar axis Is in the direction of thr field, then the crystal
will alternately expand ad LooWre ►s, procaine Itmgitudinal oscills
tons in the surrovding medium
Then ere twin mein types of crirwtta owed t,. drive nuernelectrit
crystals:
a) %if-tuinulning typo IPlerce)
b) Resonant dove type (Hartley).
In the first type the oscillator cvntrels the f nyurncy of the
circuit. and in the second the circuit Is precisely tuned to the funda-
mental or a hanonnc of the gtrrtz crystal. Rae liaitely czrcult is pre-
foiable to tin Pierce circuit for radiating ultrasound into liquids.
•:s-
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Fresurookmt o f ultrasonic Brrjy
Various wthods are available for the wasureasnt of ultrasound:
(1) Calorimetric method. T!w timpermture increase in an obwrbor
of yin tales rid specific hest placed in the ultrasonlL bee+ is takena
r e rouzre of die acoustic energy dissipated in the absorber.
(2) Nadlatiau balance method. At a bousdsry botween acoustically
dissimilar mtortals a radiation pressure is developed ad the force
oasrtsd on the Interface is a direct measure of the ultrasonic interislty
in that region.
(3) lkgjWlgK yid. This technique developed by Fry and
Fry asosri the toopowetatre Increase using a thorelowt ie probe etched
dpos to betwel 0.0001 and O.000S 
inches in dianatar In the neighbor-
Ind of the )unction vid soledded :n s anal1 quantity of acrnst1c
Abse Bing Material.
(4) hetselectric receivers. Th	 qe generated in a trtas-
duos► plowd In an ultrasonic field is proporticnr'1 to the intensity
of the ultrasonic bean and any be tsed to waft re the linter.
(3) oytiCA womp&• Thew nothods are bed on the diffraction
or refraction of a bean of light by ultrasonic wares. Vs diffraction
method matures the relative light intansity In the various orders of
a diffraction pattern dare the refraction sedtod is based on obsorv-
ing the periodic variation in the gradient of the refractive indox.
(d) Film apOod. Varies cypss (.f photugrWhic and other filar
are sensitive to ultrasonic radiation and have been used for a surlag
Saind intensity.
All the alleve oath,-&• were found t c, he tRa41t4nle fnr arasure-
nett of the ultrasonic intensity for the esperiawtal set ty used
(1) 'Ric arasurwant of the rate of increase of tooperature did not
give repntdcible retultt even Jmx* the monitored electrical aorgy
was constant. (2) itsifation balance Methods wore unsuitable because
of the hyd:*nsslc raw of tha sodium, wAidi was evident even at fairly
low intensities	 (3) The therwooloctric probe can be used only with
progressive waves and not in the presence of standing wanes. (4) Piezo-
electric receivers are very seaitive to orientation, especially in the
Fresrvol field. A hydrophone produced by WItoi Indstries, Inc. (3bdsl:
©•mlta VP9000) was tried, but id unsuitable for eve► Qualitative
ssasursawnts. (S) the optical methods are not suitable for awasuzre-
wants of intensities, but are mainly used for getting pictures of wove
foram. (s) flu film method is not very reliable and was not tried.
Thus the wasurownt of the intensity of iatrasanic energy absorb-
ad in the medium could not 9e Mods satisfactorily; but it is possible
to measure the power absorbed by the transducer from the electrical
aorgy input.
The output of acoustic Intensity frown a resonant piezoelectric
traasducor backed by air and radiating into a srthus of acoustic faged-
once a is
I • 4V2e2/L2oc,
where V • tan voltage spplled, L • thiAness, e • appropriate piezo-
•lectric time c(artant 0 of quartz • 0.17). 21.25,13 Since Lit
inversely proportional to the resonant frequency, the intmity "^: a
giver exciting voltalgo is proportional to the square of the toopQ.
}
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Figure 3. 2 to 3-day old cultures of (a) M3-1,
(b) V79, (c) T-1 and (d) Chaq 's cells
If the as Met" trav,.rtc y to adjust ed
 to be at reaonara a with
th* Fundamental ftwrmwy of the ~& crystal, the tttplltude of the
Oscillations Will be a macaw and the intasaalt) of the ultraaoud go,
•rated will wry Iwataely as the r,tatic utpadance of tM arditm t,:
061,1% tits, crystal Is coupled, am the uptors of the applied vultge and
as the "On of the f rey,iwK7 .
S1ace at 1 the •runt i t ►es in flap atpmt Won are lutes•,, one can get
a velus for the intensity. Alto, since the expieure crrd ► tla+s are
amatamt (or the vs ► 1w frat'snsiM (accept 0 1 M4), Oft can Oaaily
obtain the intensities at di(hrart frowAmcise
Tits, intensity values plotted in the grates were 'hair r.,f (rte the
sport ion
t	 :V2e2/loc
For 0 1 Ms. only qualitative data are given became the physltal con-
ditiata are different Sad also because fha f raquss" dist ressed with
tar as the temperature of the crystal In reared during operation.
T.J nature of the intensity dlstribotlon over the surfs(e of the
petri dish can he obtained f ne the knowledge that within an &Mmxl
art* distance of D 2 /al from the raAiati.g surface of a I lane eirutar
disc, tttr hem ,vill he a;s roxiastely parallel M Ming the dianoter of
the disc acid A the wsvrleng•h) 28
The crystals useu in the egrs,r~ts (eac*pt for 0.1 M110 have s
dlort* ► of 3f es: since the wacvleryth is 3 se for O.S Mat, 1.S ar for
1.0 My , 0.7 M for 2.0 Wt, ad -0.3 am for 3.3 IWt. W the -worn elll
he parallel for distaua es from - IOU • for O.S slit to IUM rr for
3.1 Mfr
D. 11,1 4 Rt/M of tadiofreftffSl"
Ts, prodice euidlafregtaaaY vibration . , electrical signals of
%mired frayuo" prt,dcaod by an assdiolre,raws q astillator are conver-
ted Into mhhaiical tsotide uiM a tresdtaer or vibrotium eaciter,
0616 coraists of a moveable Coll wpended in a strut, do esspetle
ftel6 NNW an alternating current Is pucaf throw s cell of rare
located in a stognet ►e fivid, a tor,* of altenstirg direction is pro
d'ced. Thls causes ankhmical Nation of the colt. If a Sire eve
signal Is applied to the Coll, slrar,ldal mrilon results. ft rrttrol.
l ► n& the f raquarrcy arwl asp l i t „de of the signal  app l is, d In the a„ ng
coil, the force Said esp,itude of vibration can be „dntrolled. fans
mounted an the eaclfer table, wb ► ch Is rigidl y attached to the cell,
can therefore be fnnwd to rsl»rlanco controlled vibration
E. (o, iisttY for .udluf re9Nlttlps
The Intensity  o f and l o f rayuwncy s ooad was ms asu red using art
ac*leronetor (Colnmdu l,esearch laboratories *)del OSO-l). An occei-
eroaete ► is a trmnaduc*r which developes .n electrical signal pn,por
tlunal to accele ►atncm .vin plec*J can s vibrating object Roar are
calibrated to give the acceleration in 'g' ,nuts where
g • 0.05121?.2A,
If Ming the frequency and A the d ► sp l a, rmrnt aw+l u tiale fig from chi ch
or- can calculate the intensity in M/C1 2 , knowing that
I e 292f'21i20c
(set page 18).
{
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111. EXPU IMNfAI. MFMnM ANI) WTUTAlS
A. Gall Culture
fuck and has assocldtes 7S were the first to intn„fu a the tech
p ique of growlrg single mremmi ► an cells in vitro. The yrneral princi-
ples and techniques have since ieen described extensively by a nintner
of authors. 
90,91.22 
The mmterials and techniques, as used in this
Id+orstory , have been described in detail by Todd 93 and by Siegul94,
so Onl y
 what is specific to this study will he described here.
The cultures are maintained in a rater-jacketed M 2 incuf,ato-
(National Appliance Company model 3221), which Is Sur-plied with a mix-
ture of air and CD2
 so that the final concentration of W2 is St. The
car passes through two filters tc irwmve any moisture wh' -h ma y
 carry
contamination. Tae mixture of gases is hobbled through water kept in
a tray at the oottav of the incubator. This keeps the Incubator humid
e,d prevent& a pvrNtion of medium from the dashes. The flaw rate of
(DI is ad)usted to maintain the pti between 7.2 and 7.1 as indicated by
pheriol -a ter ch is present In the medium. All work requiring sterility
is dome	 a .so Con Co. hoed fitted with an ultraviolet lent, which is
turn-.1 on for about a aarute before the start of work.
Stock cultures of the following ce'l lutes are maintained rou-
r inely in the laboratory by stbcultuntg at Intervals of 1 to 5 days:
(1) 141 . 1 calls. Rase cells are derived trim the hone marrow
of	 Ale ddtilt Chinese (striped hack) hamster ( Cricstulus riseur
(Fig. So).
(2) 1:1 calls. A stbltre derived originally from ,, rlureml
►
.ssan kilsey (Fig. +JD),
dp
-31.
(3) V79 Cells. lwiived frnn a .oblire of t`9 . 1 Mine,,
Fear lots cells (Fig. k).
(4) ChIft's. Ileriv:d from human liver (Fig. 3d).
Stock cultures are grwn in 100 as falcon plastic dishes (Cat.
ab 1003). For sub tultyring, a dish haven 1/2 to 2/3 of its surface
rvered with cells
	 s•T r, ad and trvpsinired as descrihed helu ► .
AftWr rosuspw.mion ., "-'•i andtu %erial d.lutions are awle into
100-om Felton plastic :ULras .Nmtsining i0 at fresh meditw to give
1/10, 1/100, and 1/ 1 000 of th, original cell concentration for M3-1
aid 09 cells, and M. 1/10, and `/IOU for T-1 and lTaryt's.
Trypsrnnzarion is doiw• as follows:
(1) Aspirate medina out of the dish :nd rime with ' I r•
0.031 trypsin solution.
(2) Add 1 ml of the trypsin solution and initiate tar about
six minutes at 37 mC with gentle agitatun after three minute s.
(3) AJd 7 ml of fresh medium ,ind pipette releatedl} with
st mng blowing to break uq .lumps of cells.
3:-
the .otliu4itiri of the •oluti.n ► ned r•
(I1 II.U.•IS mediae (for NS 1 UI 'I • '9 Lells1
$00 at Fagle's HW
': at WIC 109
b sit PensciIIIn	 ` , trertowycin Iwo Iauts rash/ml)
^S ml Fetal Calf I. rn
n ml I ,.'utmorne
(2) T -1 mediisn (for T-i cells)
SOO 
at 
laigle's MIN
50 ml letal Calf Sense
6 ml I'enicillin uiJ Streptlraycin (5000 units each/mli
6 ml L-glut+aerne
(3) (Tang'- Mrdiuu (for !hang's cells)
HK , Ha: ed Mrd. Mhlltle's) witli H;mk ' s Salt vlutiun(I X ) ...... SIDV al
:1 14 , amino aci.i ( 100x)..	 ml
1,01 non
	 %ential amino-acid solutini (100x)....... 12 ml
Call sewn (heat irvvictivated).... .. 60 mi
7.Si Na Bicarbonate....... 13 ml
L-glutamune - 2(10 aM (100x)....... 6 ml
Adirnt pll to - ml .: wi:h IN Na1f
w
u4.
(4) Train. lir.%nive h mg trvpsin Ilvnphilirr.l trm% in 220 u/rep
horthington biocl •emi.al Cory.) in 100 ml hick' ,; -.aline A (ix); filter
through 45 INalge!i filter ind add 1 ml pencillin and streptomycin.
B. ultrasanIL h4Uipaicnt
Qie of the major difficulties in the analysis of the results of
the experiments in ultrasonics that are reportod in the literature is
the variety of equipment used by different investigators. More often
than not details are lacking regarding the method of exposure and the
physical parameters of ultrasond.
ht the beginning of this investigation we had a commercially
available ultrasonic generator (Tor..ac, Model 1700) made by the American
Hospital Supply Coryoratio ari., m eant for diathertnic treatment. it
consisted of an X-cut quartz crf- tal transducer connected to a Hartley
oscillator circuit.  A Liner, a meter to indicate ultrrLsonic energy in
W/as2 . art) a knob to control the intensity were incorporated into the
{	
circuit. It was meant to be a 1- Wz f"uency generator, but initial
investigations soon showed that the intensity-control knob was in fact
a frequency control knob and tnat the intensity was controlled by
det urine .
The electronic circuitry (Fig. 4) was modified by A Windsor of
Dorwier Laboratory	 it is now possible to change the intensity by vary-
`	
ing the plats voltage. The plate voltage and the plate current are
m	 indicated an metars on the front parnel and the fiequency is assured
on a digits! frsigasaacy water made by Seclaan Instruments, Incorporated
a	 (Dart water iw _ 117011). The traad cer is made by H. G. Fischer and
Campo". It is fairicated by cementing a 10-ai l X-art quartz crystal
to the inner surface of a amp - shaped metal transducer assembly. The
voltage is fod through a cout i al cab.e and connects to the surface of
the crystal by mews of a spring loaded rand alnainin plate.
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Figure 4, Wdified electronic circuitry
	 °" "' N7a
for the Tomac 1.0 Rlz frequency
ultrasonic generator. The
modifications a^e sham in light
shade.
I.
A second ultissorut generator (Fig. S) was designed by A. Mirl%er
to provide 0.1, O.S . 1.0, 2.0, and 3.1 *1 fratQumncaes. It consists
of an oscillator, described below, connected tc a transduxer with •
Hewle t t-Packard digital frequessry meter to measure the frequency.
the tr•nsAaan are fabricated
	 describe- above except that
for 0.1 MHz freiausaacy a ND -o' barium titanate cermaic crystal is used
The oscillator cntrists 
-if an Eiaac 4-400A pow-r tetrads cotwcted in
a ftertley oscillator ciratit. The fat) which resonat es to provide the
freyuenci of oscillation plugs into a socket. This permits plugging
an of a coil corresponding to the trwdu.er frstqusi.-N
The ail and vactam tube plate are Operated at gnxiaad potential
While the filament circuit can he raised to wino 2,000 vo!cs tic at
2SO ma. Plate voltage and plate current an- metered on flit front pane!
Tests show the output to he auout 5000 1 pe:a ►
 to pe,jM maxinm
to a merits of gtrrti trans,hice s. The aplituue is constant to shout
It because of the stability of the load and the lane voltage regulator
mounted • t the bottom of the rack. The output frequency hill&, to
ammit mately o. It. Air dielectric capacitors mul a quart: trans-hicer
at rrsaunce combine to give a stable froqurricy with a iw4)le and
flexible circuit.
6
mmm^ ^ •-
Figure S. Ultrasonic equipment for 0.1, O-S, 1.0, 2.0, and
IAaaliol red urn 	 ui	 t
It consists of the following
(1) Audiofrequsncy oscillator. Hewlett-Packard low frequency
Oscillator (Model 101C) tdnidh generates sue waves over the 1 to 100,000
ycles per sec range. 9pe<tal circuitry insures a wave inns of high
stsb!lity and low distortion that is independent of the lorul ilnnected
to the i his t rument .
(2) 1g Vibraate vib ration exciter (Model EAl250) and electronic
power amplifier (No&1 2110 14). Maclunical motion is produced by the
passage of electric current through a magnetic field. The exciter uses
maid permanent magnets udalcn offer Eery at#vatag ws. It is Usable w
x,000 cps with a motimm 0.5" displocement amplitude limit. The apli
tier oxasists basically of three stages a differential amplifier type
,reap stags	 amplifier, a Push pull voltage a li  d rive stage, and a push-
poll parallel power output stage. it is AWable of delivering 12S 1,A
in the frequency range 35 U 10,000 cps. it drives the vibration
exciter.
D. X r*y 13judpmsr•.t and Dos)setry
X-wry inadiaticns were performed using Norelco Ml, 150 Industnal
1-rev unit Operated at ISO k% and 12 wA and filt__ed through 1 mm Al.
Lie unit uses 4oreleo ISO kV beryllium - window tube which has an iruher-
Ott filtration value of 3 Its Be. The emergent betas angle is 100.
Pagvaurem m re carried out with the cells attached to the Petri
didwis which contained 2 ml medium and were covered. Samples were
a4oeed, orwt at a tiara, at a distance of 26 cm fro the focal spot.
!hr dose wic, mea%ured with a lictorren condenser r-meter, with
its sensitive vulume at the position occupied by the cells. At the
energv used, one r corresponds to 0.9 rad in tissue. The dose rate
used for all the sytergisdc experiments was 600 rad/sin.
E. Exporiwental 'rechniyue
About 15 hours before the start of rah experiment, a 3 to 1 day
old cultu re 1:3h having a desired number of cells (10 S
 to 106
 Calls/ml)
is selec ted, the cells trypsinized, resuspended in fresh sedi,m and
inatxated. lhis is done to have cells in log phase as well as a cell
suspension with low
	 for the experiment. At the time of
the experiment the same cAiture dish is iretrypsiniied, and the cells
are sunended in frrsh medium; a cell count is made with a h.saocytas-
eter or a Coulter counter. Serial dilutions of '0 S , 104 , 10 3
 cells per
ml are nude from the original suspension.
Aliquots (0.2, 0.1, or 0.05 ml) from the dilutions arr plated
into 35-mr Falcon plastic Petri dishes (catalog nuttier 3001). The
number of cells plated per dish is suxh that at the end of the experi.
mrnt me has approximately 100 colonies per dish. This requires doing
prelisunary experiments to determine the expected fractional survival.
(The total volume of medium per dish is 2 ml as made up by adding the
necessary amount of cull suspension and fresh medium).
fie dishes are incubated for 1 to 6 hours at 37 eC. this permits
the cells to attach themselves to the bottin
 of the Petri dish, recover
from any trypsrnization damage, and enter the log phase. The di as
are than wg:osed to the ultrasound. To hen maxima transfer of
sco istic energy from the crystal to the Petri dish, glyCanon is used
44 a ONN Ift agent. It the pstri dish and the transducer are plated
A direct contact, they will be In contact only in a &4 Places unless
010Y ate W6 optically flat; in proctsco,
 a lWw of air will separate
*aa. Wry little ward energy will them be tamitted; however, a
Lora of glycerine greatly iVvwms the degree of coupliap because of
the very large inevesae in the characteristic Impsdwe of the inter-
yrmiag I*w.R$
After trespaant the dishes are rsirombsted at 3rr
 for seven days
943.1, V79 calls) or 12 days (T
-1, Chang 's cells). After the inct6s.
tkn period the colcsuse are stained for about 30 min by adding about
thaw drops of It r*wmm methyUare blue directly to medium in each
dish. Then the medium is decanted and the dishes rinsed gently with
water and iwnrted to dry overnight. Only the colort►tes visible to the
Palled eye are stored. For each experiment four dishes srow used for
each dose point, and the data points plotted in the graphs are the man
of at least three exptrinants. 
Fractional survival n 	
er^ls plt"410ted di
sh
 x P.R.
Plating efficiency (P.B.) «
	
	
1:o£ 0010im in control^shl
nuaber of cells plpted
results are reported only from those eg ptriments where the P.B. was
mors than 60t. The doss is the dote rate times the time of *%pposure.
Method of ultrasonic exposure is sham in Fig, i. The ultrasonic
equipment was turned on for about one hour befo re the start of exposures.
1l+aht 5 to 6 drops of glycerine were placed on the transducer; a 3S-sea
plastic Petri with 2 and of medium was placed an the transducer and
lu*v:aed lightly to sghwese out the excess glycerine. 7ha voltage was
turned up and the frequency lamb adjusted to give mexinue turbulence
in the Petri dish. the frequency knob was than fixed at that position
and the voltage set to live the desired intensity.
1lverytime the dish was changed, 
fresh 
glycerine was added onto
the transducer, but there was no need for retuning. The frequency,
voltage, and current were constantly monitored. The variations in volt-
sgr. and frequency were mostly insignificant, but occasionally there
would be sboat s 101 change in the current, this resulted in or unusually
different survival in those dishes for which the curmt had charged as
compared with the dishes for which the current had not varied. Bxcept
for these obvious variations, the •rptoduucibility of the physical par-
sarters, es well as the biologi.al
 results in terms of fractional sur-
	
vival, were very good.	
_Cover
Meal um
	
Petri dish
	
Cells
--	 Glycerine
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the exposur►, setup.
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IV. OBSWATIONS AND NUSU TS
t
TABLE i
A.	 FAmydncibility of Data
+	
geceuae of thenattrre of this experimental .ROtup are the fact
SE
NUMBER	 (x 107erg/aa2 ) MWT. 1 F	 IOhiAi, SURVIVAL 3 FJO'T. 4
that the dolt rasuremwrts refer only to the monitored dose rather i	 2 5 x 10 -1 5.6 x 10 .1 3.3 x 10-1 3 x 10-1
than to dw absorbed dose, which may have differed for a given snni-
2	 5 2 x 30 -1 2 x. 10 -1 2.2 x 10 -1 1.9 x 10 1
tored done because of the poesibility of variable loss of acoustic 3	 10 8.2 x 10 -2 ' '! x 10-1 9 x 10' 2 8.5 x 10-2
emerryy due to reflection bebwen the crystal and the cells, it was
4	 70 4.0 x 10-2 2.1 x 10' 2 33 x 10 -2 3.5 x 30 2
gilt that the Alta might not be reproducible. 5	 30 2 r 10-2 1.1 x 10 -2 1.8 x 10 -2 2.S x 10 -2
To check the reproducibility of the data, four dishes Mere tried
6	 40 1 x, 10-2 8 x 10 -3 8 x 10 -3 9 x 10'3
for each does point and each experiment was done at least three times.
7	 50 4.5 x 30-3 5 x 10 -3 4 x 10 -3 S x 10-3
Table 1 shear the fractional survival as a function of dose in four 8	 60 1.5 x 1C 3 ? x 10 -3 Z x 10 -3 2.5 x 10"3
espertmata inwulvipg the exposure of ms-1 ails to 1.0 MHz frequency
ultrasound at 1.0 M/0a2 .	 710 data are plotted in Pig. 7.
It is aeon that the data are highly reproducible.	 Also,
dw results of aparimsnts in which several physical parameters were
varied over a nags Which night be encountered in any experiment, show
dhat SVC% fact;rts as t0prabne at dw time of sonication, the amount
of medium (bath within the limits studied), and whether the cells are
-	
attadud or suspended do not sign	 JAptly affect the results.
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Iigure 7	 Rapruthsibility of data.
Fractional survival, for fair
different experiments, of M3 1
cells @)"ad to 1.0 MHz at 1.0 M/ant
I Alloched
n In suspension10
tl.
4 series of exIensmints was .Inre to determine how experlarntal
conditions may influrente the effects of 59Ucstim . ft following
physical parameters were tested:
(1) 10 determine whether att&dwrn t of cells to the petri dish
had am influrme m the fractional •urvi.al, 41 . 1 cells were exposed
itwdutely after plating when the cells art munded and in •uspar"jon
.nd ftsir hour Iatet wh,ro the .ells have flattened out and are attached
to the hottcm p of the Petri dfs i 	The results •ire slain in Fit. It It
is , ncli► ird that it ma►r• ;w ­ xnift y m t difference in the fractional
survival whether the , rile arc cnlw,srd in sU•lwnslon or attrhed to
the Ivtrt di+h. lfii• 0h,ervatial	 tonfirmed by thr ►esuits of the
vxperinmrnt with is 'n hronote M cells (1-11. 24) M whisk it is seen
Jut the fractional survival dries not change %ignnfn:antl y with toe
Ater plating. time would rgwect .ell• in wapensian to tviceive r
higher ibsortied Am'! thin :ells atts:fed to the hottom of the Petri
di,l whet, :-oth an cqiiused to the <wwa tanitored dose. This is hecune
sual ,emcfec' particles ict as inh par,grnrnti , 6jetts, calving .tattering
nd thereby irkreaGing ah•orption of ultrasona energy	 ilonce cells
u ,uspen ion shaild he more sensitive than attached cells; but our
vxper,ment it data show rte ; tgnifitant diffrreme in sensitivity. Mis
is exrletahir by asnuiimnt —at colts in s pasnenSton have a greater
resistance than rttaLhed (e) Is, possiblt hr. &" cells in suspension
ere sphental and')eve a smaller ne+dirane per snit vol:ane thus attached
cells.
-46-
(2) 43 . 1 cells were exposed to 1.0 SHz at 1.0 h/an 2
 fur five
and ten set with different amnts of n ped p tm in the petri dish (O.S,
1.0, 2.1, Z.Z. Z.S, and 3.0 al) tc see if tha. would have any effect
on the fractional survival. There was no effect, probably because
exposures were under conditions of stationary waves, vhich condition
would not he affected by the variation in the arrimt of medium within
the limits tested.
(3) To test the possibility that ultrasound may affect the medium
and thus damage the cells only indirectly, 2 ml of H.U.-15 medium were
exposed to 1.0 MHz frequency at 6.0 M/cm 2
 for ten min and an aliquot of
M3-1 cells added within five sec of exposure. There was no difference in
the fractional survival as compared with controls (although cells
exposed to that dose would have a fractional survival of less rhan 10-^.
Sorucating the medium by itself apparently does not produce appreciable
amounts of stable toxic materials; and free radicals, if formed, are
short - lived and low in aaouit (less than 1011).
(4) M3-1 cells were plated onto the petri dishes; and after four
hours when the cells hart attached themselves firmly to the dishes, the
medium was sucked out and the dishes were exposed to 1.0 Mhz at 6.0 M/cm2
for ten sec. In another set of experiments, M3 . 1 cells were plated into
petri dishes, incubated for four hour, , and then placed in a refriger-
ator at 1 to -S°C for between 10 to 15 nun, f eezing the medium. fie
cells . ,ere then exposed in this frozen condition to 1.0 MHz at 6.0 M/amt
for ten sec. In neither case was there a significant difference in the
fractionrl survival as compared with controls, though the fractional
survival for cells exposed to this intensity with the medium is less
than 10 -3
 (the P.E. for the frozen cells was only 451). It would seem
O
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Figure 1. Survival curve of 144-1 cells exposed to
1.0 MHz at 1.0 W,'cxiz in suspension or
attadled to the bottom of the petri dish.
It
'ram these oxperlsrnts that a 1lgaid medium is regw rod for ultrasound
to w effective.
(S) To see haw the tegmture of the medium at the time of
er wuro *W affect the fractional survival, i43-1 calls ware eVW*d
to 1.0 Mix frequency ard1 ,O W/ts^ at the following tooporsturoe:
0 to ST, 10 to 15 0C, 20 to 2$•C. TM reaults are shown in Fig. 4,
and it is concluded that the temperature of the medium at the time of
"woure, within the limits studied, does not o:t'ect the survival.
A" is besarae tM teoptratuue of the medium did not exceed 37*C in d
Anil' case.
^I
C, w
...^•,-^tl..Mftt	 y
M3.1 cells were exposed at the following dose rates: 0.115, 0.25, 	 p
O.S. 1.0, and 4 . 0 W/cwt for varying times. The results are given in 	 o
Pig, 10 which shows the fractional survival of M3.1 calls, opposed to
1.0 Mz frequency ultraeooic wave$, as a function of dose for different 	 li
Ana rates. TM doe is the product of the dose rate and the exposure
tiers.
It is farad that at a doe rate of 0.125 W/cwt the ultrasound is
ineffective in causing reproductive cell death. At 0.25 W /ns2 and above
the higlner doge rates are more effective than the lower although the
effect seers to reach a plateau.
4
Dose (x 107 ergs/cM2 )
XDL717-3040
Figure 9. Survival cur of M3 . 1 cells exposed to 1.0 Miz
at 1.0 hype at 0-5'C, 10 .15%, and 20.2S'C,
it is interesting to note the occurrence of this threshold dose
rate. The shape of the zirvival vs. dose curve is also interesting in
that it is quite different from the classical survival vs. dose curves
one obtains with ionizing radiations. Unlike the siEpnold or exponential
curves obtained with ionizing radiations, 76 ultrasonication gives sur-
vival curves which are nearly logarithmic but with decreasing slope with
increasing dose.
The dose-rate effect is observed with the othar cell lines: T-1,
V79, and ChanS's (Figs. 12 and 13); and with M3-1 cells at other fre-
quencies: 0.1, 0.S, 2.0, and 3.3 MHz (Figs, 1 4-18). In all these cases
the shape of the s ►avival curve is also similar,
s.
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Pigure 10. Dose rate effect in M3-1 calls taposed to
1.0 Mt fro0wKy uitA rod.
D. Cell-Line Sensitivity
Feu different all lines were exposed to 1.0 MHz frequency ultra.
sound at two different dose rates (0.5 and 1.0 W/cn 2) to determine the
sensitivity of different all lines. Of the four cell lines tested, two
are of human origin (T-1 is derived from kidney and Chang's is derived
from liver) and two ors of Chinese heater origin (M3-1 is derived fromh
the bone morrow and V79 is derived from the lung).
T-1 and Chang's all lines have a doubling time of approximately
24 hours; V79 and 113 . 1 cells have a doubling time of about 9 to 12
hours, T-1 and Chang's have 60 to 80 chrceasoses, and V79 and M3-1
have about 22 chromosomes. Mother difference Among the cell lines is
the cell-size distribution, which is shown in pig. 11. The mrimental
procedure used to obtain the date in Fig, 11 is described on P. 78,
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Pigure 11. Coll size distribution, in isotone, of cells
derived from different mmmalian cell lines.
Pigure 12 shows the survival curves fur the four cell lines at 0.5
Wcse2 mad Fig. 13 shows the survival curves at 1.0 W/cm . The shape
of the survival curves for the four cell lines is similar and the sen-
sitivities for the four cell lines are not very different. the sen-
sitivity of a cell line to ultrasound does not seem to be related to
origin of the call line, the chroensow number, the doubling time, or
the cell-size distribution.
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Figure 12. Survival curves for M3 .1, V79, chang's and T-1
cells exposed to 1.0 MHz at 0.5 W/ant.
L. FMIUency Effect
M3 .1 cells were exposed to 0.1, M, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.3 Mlz fre-
quencies at two different dose rates. bxperimental conditions did not
permit exposures to be meet at the same dot.. -ate for the different
frequencies; but since the exposure conditions ^&r the same in every
case except for 0.1 MHz, the dose rate (I) in W/cm 2 for the various
frequencies can be obtained from them following relation:
I n kV2f2
where k is a constant and V and f are the voltage and frequency, respec-
tively. For 0.1 MHz, the transducer is barium titanate crystal instead
of quarU ; the results obtained with that frequency are presented in
Fig. 14 simply to show the dose-rate effect and the similarity of the
survival curves.
Figures 1S to It show the survival curves for 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and
3.3 Me frequencies. by comparing the results, it is seen that 0.5 MHz
is the most effective of the frequencies tested; but it appears that
the effectiveness further increases at still lower frequencies.
F. Aduiofteeusneies
There are many reports an the biologiral effects of audiofre.
qu ncies.% ,97,91
 To study the effect of audio frequencies on the
nporductive integrity of m maaalian cells, M3-1 calls were expose^ to
different frequencies over the mdiofrequincy range. The frequencies
used wen arbitrarily chosen
	 include the dole range of sudiofre.
g11W1ClZft. 1br a girwt :ro;uss:y, thr "viame intenity used was fixed
by tM awsinum Oulpirt fro tM Otwiru+Rt and won kept low eaa* so
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that vibrations did not dtslc* the pstri dish filar+ the transducer.
The maximum intowitY for the different frognrnclvs woo of the ardor
of 10' 1 W/cif , which is the threshold for pain. 'Ilse sore Um doses
used wore also slush iwer than those used for the ultrasonic frsgt«rnclssm
TM following frequencies were telsd: 20 $0, 60, NO, IOfn, and S00 tlz;
1. S, 7, 9, 10, 12, is, and 20 kit. In every case the expouures were
for two minutes.
TM fractional survival varied between 1.0 and 0.9$ as cograired
with that of the control calls. It is Eirncluded hot *udiofrroqusneios
at the doses toed are ineffective in casing reprodix . tive Cali death
in 143 . 1 cells This is not surprising :race the doses used are much
lower thin fo ultrasonic frequencies.
G.	 • P nttlM!UVA
The split dose technique has been uswd extensively in radio-
biolcgy to drmonstrote "recovery" phenomena in cel l s exposed to X-rays, 76
we did similar split-dos* experiments with ultrasonic radiation. A
given dose wee* split into two equal parts. The first half was admin-
istered four hours after plating, and the second half was given at
aPl+roxiiaately IS, 30, 45, 60 or 120 minutes after the first exposure.
Between oxposures the cells were incubated st 37*C. The results are
presented in Fig. 19. The experiments ware done with 143 . 1 cells
exposed to 1.0 H1z frequency at 0.5 W/aa1
 for 4S sec + 4S sac
(22.S x 10 7 ergs/cwt
 * 22.5 x 107 ergs/cm2) and 1.0 W/aa2
 for S sec
+ S sac (S x 107 ergs/a1
 + 5 x 10 7
 ergs/col).
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Pigurs 19. Dome fractionation in 1431-1 cells sa,posed to
1.0 Mt frequency ultnsourA.
it is seen that calls exposed to ultrasound are "sensitized"
to A subsCquent clpxure. The aysxisarm :xnsitivity, in hath the experi-
ments, was trenched at about 30 min after the fist exposure; and the
survival was about half of what it would have been if the total dose
wes given in one exposure. There is same recovery from sensitization,
but even at the and of two hours the recovery is not cooplete. This
"sensitization" observed with ultrasonic energy is in contrast to the
recovery that is observed in split-dose experiments with ionizing
radiations.
N. ^isw
The combined effect of ultrasound and other physicml and chemical
factors have bean studied in several system, There are many reports
of a synergistic effect between ultrasound and other environmental
factors in microorganisms. 3D Wosber was the first to report a syner.
gistic affect between X-rays and ultrasound in the regression of Waller
carcinoma in rats; Clarke of al., 73 however, reported that there is no
synergistic effect betrsen
 ultrasound and X-rays in cultured lymphoma
cells.
Tb study the combined effect of treatment with X-rays and ultra.
sound, Wl cells were exposed to either X-rays or ultrasound first
and than either insdiately (within two minutes) or 30 min later were
op and to the other radiation. The ultresanie exposures were to a
threshold does or to a do" that resulted in about 401 survival by
itself. The frequency was 1.0 MHz. The X-ray doses were such as to
cover a survival ramp from 1.0 to 0.1.
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ft results are giro: in Pigs. 20 to 23. Figure 20 showe the
Vroy survival curve mad OW survival curet obtaine,l Wm the a11i
were exposed to X . rW% and within 2 to 5 mein to ultroamul, or were
first espos" to ultraeaawi and than to X • rwr within 2 tv 5 min.
Figuro 21 is girder to Pig. 20 eoaaept that the time interval between
treatments wee 30 aria. In both eaaos a threshold ultrasonic doer was
.sod.
Mgt*" 22 ad 23 are tisllar to Pip. 20 and 21, reepectivoly,
except that in the ibrwr the ultrasound dose was such that by itself
it save a 401 survival. In Piss. 22 and 23, the expected survival
curve is obtaiasd from the X-roy curve by multiplying the X-ray sur,
rival at so* dos* point by a factor of 0.4.
It is seen that there is a synergistic effect between ultrasound
and X-rays even when a threshold ultrasonic dose is urod. The degree
of synergism depends on 1) the X-ray dose, being greater at higher
doers; 2) the We interval between treatments, being more evident
Am treatments follow each other by a half hour than when treatments
are almost simadtanoom; 3) whether ult rasound follows or proceed:.
X-rays (X-rwfx followed by ultrasound are more effective than ultra-
sound followed by X-rays).
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Figure 20. Synergistic effect in M3-1 cells exposed k
150 RV X-rays and 1.0 Hiz frequency ultrasoL xl
at 0.125 W/ant for 60 sec. The time interval
between treatments was 2 to 5 min.
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cells were repuseJ in *,mlwtslel. 1.e . immediate" after platied
Na. Jnvs I tM sworwisiob srrr pla.rd nn a elide and irrtihated an
1' t for twu kaurs to set the .ells 411a.hr to tea slide	 71w .Wile
were throb f a s. J It forusl.iMt dr It port rria ral I urmai In 1401 formal
.shydr'1 and v parts saline) lot h men, r u1s.-J cat Jrst111eJ water.
1IJ JerhrJrateJ Or.4 lh graok'd serer• of artharwil. tote •IIdes slfir
'se ar air Jraed, tewrtrd with gold, and rAsrrved in a *tanning n ltre-
Suva at up to 10,000 t
L.	 -I rm *in aesonence fi r" a Biel _Pro,lla t lm
to study the ultraounic production of free radicals, an expert.
want use 	 in collaboration with D► . 11. 1 ' .Imes of r►Miter )*bans-
tory. A krnmm crwwrntration of a stable free rdical (10 4M, 4-hyd ►my
tetrasrthyl piperldine • N-oryll in water of in 11,U.-IS mrdium
was exleal"I to ultrraa ► c waves of 1.0 MIZ fre.lusrlcv at different inten
sltler	 (e.0 M/c7a2 for 1.3,4,6 n In, wW 0 2S a/ts2 for t.S. 7 ,10 min
in water; 6.0 N/cm2 for A win, and :S h1 tv2 for 2 min in I1.11.•iS medium,
.red 6.0 N/os' for 6 min In water after passing N 2 gas through the water
for 2 min). Two milliliters of the solution wen exposed in to Petri
dish in a m,uuw•r similar to that used with mammalian cells, the pro
dretiur of free radicals was tested by cobPanne the concentration of
the %table, free radical nefore and after ultrasonic exposure by ale,
inn spin mesonantr :malysis. Induced free radicals are known to
.k-struv the stable Iore radicals.
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N. Cell-Size Distr ►butiun
The cell-site distribution .ipperstus wed tedumique drscribed
by Mm .0ttanath9S were bsed to study the effect of ultrasound can call-
size distnbutzon to investigate the possibility that mrsrhrae damage
mNV play a part in Cell death trn•ugh sonlcation.
7o obtain the cell si?e distrihutim, O.S at of the cell staprar
slon was .added to 4.5 ml of isotorw• in a vial. The .011% were mixed
by inverting Or vial a few tames and were counted in a Coulter counter
(wisdrl N with a 70- y diameter aperture). lhr cell creKentration was
kept arrxmd 4 x 10 4 cells/al. Pulses from tJbr .ountt-r were fed through
a wide range linen msjbllfler (I.M. Model 11 (1!+ 110 P-1) to m 100-chei,el
pulse-height analyter (RiDI Mafel 34 . 12). Connected to the rte! ter
was a Wseley 2D-21(-Y plotter to plot the distribution.
for the experiment, M3-1 cells were esgbosed, inwdiately after
plating into SS-am Petri dishes, to 1.0 Mfr at 0.5 M/ta t
 for 10 sec.
4b aliquot of the cell susponsiun war suited with either ► sotora or
Isolate • distilled water to give a final concentration of Sot isotope.
The cell - size distributions of these suprminns were then obtained
as described above. The whole analysis was tuspleted 10 to IS min
after evosure.
The results are sham in Fig. 30. The size 11%tribiltion prob
.era rear aver
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Figure 30. Effect of ultrasound on cell size
distribution in M3 . 1 c2113 exposed
to 1.0 41z nt A.5 Wlcm4 for in sec.
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1. 1111kUsSlah
A. IntmOction
Itn effects of ultrasonic irradiation haw been studied I P
numerous authors in various physical, vhwdcal, and biological systwr
and attemps made to relate them to parameters of the ultrasonic boats.
The biological effects of ultrasound have been studied in micro-
organisms, viruses, bactoriophagr., and various unicellular and multi-
cellular organisms. A variety of effects ranging all the way from
costpleto destruction of living organisms to stinulatoty effects in
Plants have boon reported. Subtle effects can t}.• metabolism and ultra-
structure of ultrasmicated living organisms have also been tWeribdd.
Inspite of all the work done in this field the nature and the
extent of the biological effects of ultrasonic energy ere still uncer-
tain. One of the problems in intxrpreting the results of investigations
in the field of ultraso.,ics has been that experiments carried out so
far have used widely varying npparatus and have Mien been only qual-
itative in nature, making it difficult to cospare observations of
vanous researchers because of variations in the techniques of exposure,
the do:inetry, the frequency and 0. biological systems used.
Before attempting to explain our experimental results, some of
the mechanisms that have "ern put forward to understand the biological
effects of ultrasonic waves will he discussed.
.82-
3. Possible Machnnismr of Cell Beath
76 various mechanisms by which ultrasonication causes death
of cells can be grouped into three principal categories:
(1) Coviation. When liquids are subjected to ultrasonic waves
at sufficiently high intensities, the tensile strength of the liquid
will be overcame by the large local variations of pressure created by
the propagation of V e ultrasonic vibrations in the liquid and cavities
will be formed. The term caviation is applied to these cavities or
vacuoles formed in a liquid exposed to ultrasound. Those cavities are
far>.sd in the mmgativs half of the pnasure cycle of the sound vibra-
tion and collapse 11 the positive half of the cycle. Ibis process is
called wporow o: transient cavitation. Is if the liquid contains
 pa, dwre will be a difflsion of tin gas into tin cavity with
fin lorwtion of a bubble %Alen willpm in size and eventually detain
to tow swfaca of the liquid. Ihls spontansoas growth of unstable gas
hdtbIW in a gonad field is called gahssaw cavitation.a
VW mdsina prenme BBplitmie that wits in km cavitation. is
called the cadtatAgn dam old. It Ands on tin mount of dissolved
on. dw tmove ". tin viscosity, tin bydwatstic peeaun, and tits
flepacy. No systn=!I studies babe been dins on her dwo various
ga be, affect *& cmitaeies thro6old, but it is boo that tAs
dnaaha d bcrenas WMW
 
in dw mp inks ltd Sk to 1 Nik Bad
diet Penn" of #Lwelved pas salsas tae fAwadold aohsiir 61y.2S
Us ea9g Of uttmmmk cavilsties is sempoded by a dpvlotsrlsttc
WA y biases ndaa std tlka BAastBSer att4kba is Ow irndlatsd
IW"U di
Even at intensities below the cavitation threshold, in a liquid
with dissolved gibs there is a steady growth of a population of micro•
bubbles from pro-existing nuclei nicer the action of ultrasonic energy.
This is referred to as stable cavitation.100
Various physical, chemical, and biological effects have been
ascribed to cavitation. 9110 43o0ion of the propeller screws of ships
and the roduction of the floN rate in pipelines are some of the phys-
ically destructive effects of cavitation. 30,85
 Intense hydraulic
shocks resulting from the collapse of the cavities have a strong des-
tructive action; pressures of several tens of thousands of ataoaphemos
can be eawloped close to a collapsing bubble in a liqurid.3D
Ultra ou d rnducea such diverse chemical reactiau as oxidation,
reduction. degradation, and synthesis of inorganic and organic sub•
stfoces, plywrizatJon and depolyasrization, intramolecular tggr"1%,
and free -radical ibrsstion . 3D
 Acsording to 81 1 piner, no dwaical
x
reactions are oi+rerwd in an ultrasonic field at intensities belat
the cavitation threshold irrespective of the duration of irradiation,
Also, all factors %sick inhibit the ibmtion of cavitatim bk6b1eB
also prevent the omur once of I kel pm mmmses.30
Iha dsatrlsctiw effects of ultnaus %
 on unicellular MWBiao
haw alto bow ascribed to cavitation, aad acne of to more gdala
effects of ultraaoud audk r the aronttic straaaing rbaarwd in wrips
systems Ann bean aaeribad to suble cavitrttion, trim sicreb"Is as
it t-00 pore lb"Wo a sin at W"s it in rrewknkt in the applied
field. In this asnditiak, Al k relatively imp vibntios AVU%ft,
it o9 teti"V atnaeb "'tie as 9 isle 40060 K W& taidins-
t"M s1a>ro aft a*& a1d Blood tlrsiesl hwb.w
WhllsirhtePdia of Material and edwr cells is u mmolly obwrwd
Mes don intensity of aesic V*rotfaas is wffialeat ft prsdsoe cavita•
ties bobbles in the inm*mW MAUL* 1b M$M the dM rots,
Mb NOW Pronounced an the crAtatbn oticM awl the biological action.
'Mr, an inctone in due raft is ran otgec0dao then an imanose in the
dontiom of - At" the othbetiwsmss of ultrasonic actles a
mienovvaisms depends in a dafixito wmp OR the om osetrrithem of micro-
bial cells; it is leas otgaactive against highll►
 cascereI I Solutiesa,
aid this bas boon ooplaimed by wowing tot cavitations is 9Ww"d in
the highly oaecwotrmtod solution bowse of the increase in viscosity,
(Z) Aawnture • In discussing ON role of arpe"tore in
do biological effects of ultno"c waves, then ago two impttmt
pimu to boor 1h mind. 7M first is the tapavetwo incases of tho
no&= as a Male resulting from the comversion of aI
 , I e000stic
onow unit hest emore ; the other hatter is the loco iced Upretwe
lwmw* resulting iron the adiabatic wllspe of cavitation bubbles,
A Liquid in an ultnaanic field is heated by obeorption of
acoustic one rd which is partially trsmslormed into heat onegy. The
tnperatum of a liquid rises *Agcy in the first feu asnnts of
wtrresomic irradiation. The nbeegtlrht taprature rise is extremely
slow, or the hooting of the medium ceases altogether• •pnbably due to
the establishment of equilibrium between the amount of smersy delivered
ad the amount given up to the ambient medium, tlwr physiothormpokic
mpplicatian of ultrasound, such as in diathermy, is based on this
tasprature increase produced by ultramM.
.04.
besides Ws gemeral tomprotum imenaes, high tapreturos
of the order of 300 - K an c s to in "atimg reeemrm cavitation
b Ism.a i4wvor, thaw we arteW ebsoctiess to to brpnhesb
Of a local, POW lmcreaes M temperature to eewrsi Mwaab of
amense 30
Althorn MW odhers have attributed *t biological *(beta
of ultrasound to beat, then are slgninclot dif/►rmacm in the metro
of the doge pnwaoad by ultraeud as amI
	
with that pro I ead
by boot. M"pholegical dws" pied In bacteria by ultrrraud
usually imwlw ►setba p of walls and woke -ea g such dap is met
observed in the coo of beat uj' to ►acarial ce11s.30
Sub and bwkinde r"rt that the resistance of
M*W to SWC vibration developed during conversion of ni to
refractile sphrww who resistance to host did not year until
after the connniem was complete.
Also, biological ofibcts of ultrasound have boon reported at
intensities insufficient to canoe a Increase In temperature Mich
could aoplain the efhbcts. ►Mummer and Wellace 101
 in st%*ing Own-
tions induced by ultrasound recorded increases in the temperature of
the treatment medium, water, end won of the opinion that the rise in
temperature of 1S'C from 10•C to 359C was mot sufficient to cause soda
doge. tluy did met rule out the possibility that local hot spots
had developed; however, 1 W
 comsrl" does not think that Mat is a
likely cause, as no coagulation of protoplasm was absoned.
Watmough, at al. 4 7 studied the effects of 10 10iz ultrasonic
u.aves on the growth of the maim tap root in yicia faba seodUngs, and
they report that the observed reduction in the toot growth rate cannot
be scribed to any  small rise in temperature.
Lehman at a1, 103 report that the histological appearance of
anion roots exposed to 1 Miz at 110 W/a2 was different from that pro-
'	 duced by heat; but even then they do not rule out localized temperature
increase s a possible factor.
(3) Direct Effects. It is possible that ultrasound directly
affvcts scam cell component and that the biological effect, including
cell death, my be just on amplification of this primary dosage.
It has been found that, depending on the intensity of ultra-
sound, uicroflows of varied stnvngth appear in the cell, disturbing
tie spatial interaction of ubmicrosco0c structures and leading to
Mcticnal changes. Nigh doses of ultrasound produce a disordered
destructive shift in the cell ultrastructuae leading to sharp dis-
turbances in the physiological state of the cell, depressed growth,
coed even death. 16
M l piner has shown that the mitochondria art ruptured immediately
following irradiation. Such changes appear directly during soniation
at a temperature (of the surrounding medium) which excludes the possi-
bility of thermal coagulation of the protein structure of the cell and
for ultrsonic intemities which exclude the possibility of cavitation.
Degradation of INA occurs at intensities too law to produce
,;cavitation or significant temperature increase. Such changes any be
the result of direct iateractior., of ultrasonic energy with the polymer
bond struetu m,
Rum0+9,50 states that the mechanism for the inhibition of blo-
synthesis in aohicated yeast cells my be due to disruption of supra-
molocul+ir oryenitation in the cell. According to him, the simplest
explanation for his results an the effects of sonication in yeast is
that the call membrane may boom more permeable to certain small
molecules during sonic irradiation.
Ravitz and Sclnitz1erfi5 studied the offects of 85 .101z ultrasonic
waves on the sesitendinaus muscle of Raa ig, ppiisns. They observed a
rrnge of ultratructural chsnges, the mitodo*ial cristes and oamt pon-
vats of the sarcottbular system being the most sensitive. They postu.
late the generation of steady intracellular stns produced by ultra•
sonic waves to explain the Ttiadts which won obtained under conditions
that ruled out heating or cavitation as causative factors.
Lependin and hitinovs4 2
 on the basis of a theoretical study
on the naatanism of destruction of biological cells U, an ultrteonie
field, conclude that resonance vibrations of the all in on ultrasonic
field an quite probable. These resonence vibrations may lead to
destruction of the all membrane.
In conclusion, it may be stated that although transient cavita-
tion and temperature increase my play a significant part in the bio-
logical effects of ultrasound at high intensities and low frequencies,
many biological effects of ultrasound are nontheowl and noncavitational.
C. Emlanation of Erreriaental Results
(1) Cell Deathi. Our results on the survival of aaaraliam
cells are not due to transient cavitation since the doses we have used
are abort a factor of 100 below WO cavitation threshold, nor an they
duce to teapersture as the temperature of the ambient medium did not
Msod VC. ]kuwever, we cannot exclude local high temperatures at
interfaces which are not directly measureable by physical instruments.
We have concluded that the primary cause of cell osath in calls
exposed to 1.0 Mfz frequmncy is (damage to the structural or functional
integrity of the cell maabrane. This may be brought About by shooting
action associated with bubble induced eddying and related motion u cased
by stable cavitation, or the membrane damage may be the result of
localized high temperature incresses, which may occur due to the fact
that maximum absorltion of ultrasonic energy occurs at an interface-
and the all membrane is just such an intorfaa.
The following observations support the hypothesis that meshrane
damage is the primary cause of all death at 1.0 Hit .rviuency:
a) Eosin Y exclusion test. According to Goldstein and Okada,99
eosin staining represents dm AV to the cell membrane. The results of
the experiment on eosin uptake by sonicated cells indicate that cells
began to the as early as 0 to 15 min after sonication and that most of
the cells that are to be roprodurtiveL y dead are already dead within
two hours. It is unlikely that primary damage to some other celi sub-
structure would become subsequently oxprossed as membrane damage %o
rapidly.
b) Phase-contrast r croscopy ::bars characteristic vesicles
around exposed cells within 2 min after exposure and comparison of
scanning electron micrographs of control cells and of cells prepared
for microscopy within 2 min after exposure shows that whereas the out-
er structure of control cells is smooth, that of exposed cells is
'lumpy", indicaun4 that the mmmbrons had collapsed on the internal
cell organelles--possibly mitochondria.
C) Ilan control cells, are exposed to a hypotonnic medium, they
swell; but sonicated cells swell even in an isotonic medium, indiat-
in# the: the membrane has ba:oms permeable to water. Also, certain
molecules may leak out, as has been suggested by Burns. It is also
Possible that ultrason a ation damages the viscc,elastrr properties of
the memabrase. The Altered microscopic surface views attest to this.
F ,..ve radrf els, if formed, arm less then 1011
 at doses as
high as
	 s/ant. Snnieation of the medium itself, which could
result
	 nA formation of long-lived free radic:ais, was also
ineffect've.
e) Ilia increased resistance of synchronized V79 cells in
mitosis, as compared wtth t,re rest of the cell cycle, also leads us
to believe that it is the membrane which is affected (see p. 68).
f) The insignificant difference in the survival of cells
exposed in suspension or attached to the bottra of the Pe tri dish
may also be explained by assuming that cell death is due to membrane
damage (see p. 44).
g) l.epcndin and ustinova, an the basis of a theoretical study
on the mechanism of cell death caused by ultrasonic waves, conclude
that resonance vibrations of cells may lead to destruction of its
membrane.
It is concluded that the integrity of the cell membrane is
affected by ultrasonication. The damage may be to the membrane struc-
tures, such as pores, or to some components related to membrane
0
tu.nrction, such as ATPase fo rmtion. No complete experiments were
done to study the mechanism of cell death at frequencies other than
1.0 Miz; but, on the basis of the similarity of the microscopic appear-
ace of calls exposed to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 ktiz irequency, it is assumed
that for all these fregwncies the primary cause of cell death is mem-
brane damage.
Also, again on the basis of the ndc.oscopic 3ppearatice of cells
exposed to 0.1 and 3.3 Mfz, it is asswnei that coagulation of the
protoplasm is the cause of cell death for these frequencies. We do
not know what caused the coagulation of the protorlasm, but it does
not seem to have been caused by temperature, hecause even for those
frequencies the temperature of the medium did not exceed 37°C. It
may have been calied by changes in the ionic com position of the proto-
plasm due to leakage of certain molecules, o. dud to cross-linking or
denaturation of protein as a result of localized high temperatures.
(2) Dose-Rate Effect. the dose-rate effect is easily under-
stood when one realizes that the term dose rate, as used in this study,
refers to the intensity of ultrasound, which is related to the aWli-
tude or maximum displacement of a particle from its position of rest;
and the dose is the product of the displacement and the length of time
this value of the displacement lasts.
If the amplitude of vibration is very small, it may have no
effect--no matter how lane it lasts, Above a threshold amplitude, the
higher the amplitude the greater its effect; it probably would reach
a plateau or pe-* and than became leas effective. 'This has not been
observed in our experiments, but Clarice et al. 66 have observed an
anomalous dose-rate effect.
The shape of the survival curves can he explained by assuming
that the cell population in heterogeneous in regard to its sensitivity
to ultrasound. This is consistent with the fact that cells in differ-
ent stsges of the cell cyclz have different sensitivities. however, no
quantitative correlation was established between the survival curve
and the distribution of cells in various stages and their sensitivities,
The survival curve shows a sharp initial decrease in survival
with a much slower fall at higher doses. This is quite similar to
the temperature increase caused by sonication. The initial rise in
temperature is rapid, but subsequent increase is slow. One might there-
fore be tempted to say that temperature is responsible for cell death;
however, the final temperature never exceeded 37'C. It is more likely
that the survival curve and the time rate of temperature increase are
both expressions of the nature of acoustic energy absorption.
Another factor influencing the effectiveness of ultrasound is
the conce stratum of cells, as is well known in the case of micro-
organisms; but even at the highest doses, the cell concentration was
not high enough to significantly affect the viscosity And thus the
effectiveness of ultrasound,
We prefer to explain the shape of the curve by assuming that
there are a fixed number of "sites" on a cell membrane Which are vulner-
able and that a certain number of these have to be inactivated before
the cell will die. Initially all these sites are available, ad the
chance of their being demrged is good; but, with increasing dose, has
are available to be damaged so that equal increments at higher doses
are less effective.
aAt
These sites slay be pores an the cell membrane. In an ultra-
sonic field these rx res are stretched, which affects the awbrm er
permeability; and if the amplitude is high enough, the pares may be
irreparably stretched, thus creating holes in the membrane.
(3) Cell-Line Sensitivity. If the primary damage is to the
onambrane, then it is easy to say see why there should be no correlation
betty
. a toll sensitivity and the origin of the cell line, its doubling
tr.me, the number of its chromosome: or even the cell-size distribution.
Cell sensitivity is probably related to sore structural unit that has
similar properties for the different call lines. It cannot be DNA but
ray be mitochaulria or ricroares or membrane units.
(i) Frequency Effect. That a certain frequency is more effec-
tive than arother is probably due to a resonance phenomenon as dis-
cussed by Lependin and Ustinova. It is possible that the variation
in the effectiveness of different frequencies may be an artifact of
dnsimetry; i.e., it may be Case to variations in the energy absorbed by
calls at different frequencies. Iks:ever, that the greater effectwe-
nass of O.S Miz frequency may be an artifact of dosimotry is ruled out
by our experiments on the survival of S. cerevisire exposed to the
sane set of frequencies. We have found 1.0 Miz to Le the most effec-
tive of those frequencies for killing yeast calls.
(S) dose Fractionation. Cells damaged by ultrasound are in
a state of stress and are therefore probably more susceptible to a
subsequent exposure. From various experiments we have concluded that
ultrasound afflicts membrane permeability; and since cells are in a
continuous state of metsbolic rctxvit%, the prrmary dame* can be
east, ected to get progressively worse with ties, ss has been shown by
the eosin Y exclusion test. However, we do not know wiry the msxbmn
sensitivity occurs about a half hour after the first exposure.
It would sear that awn at the end of three hours, the cells
do not raoovsr from the init,al d:sage, as has been demonstrated by
the split dose technique tc be the .ase with calls exposed to X-rays;
but there is soma 'recovery' from the 'sennsiti:ation' resulting from
the initial damage.
(6) Synergism.,ism. There are three possible explanations for the
byrargistic effect of ultrasound and X,rsys:
al If the treatments are done simuitanaously, the temperature
increase prodwed by ultrasound leads to increased sensitivity to
X-rays, as has been oamonstrated by Bridges at al. 104 11owever, the
temgMrsture increas+ in our experiments, measured as less than I'C,
was not significant enough to explain the effect.
b, If ultrasound follows X rays, tht dhromosome breaks induced
by X-rays sight be prevented from rejoining by the medmical vibra-
tions caused by ultrasourwl, as suggestnl by Conger. 105
c) The interaction betweam the mosbrane damage caused by ultra-
sound and the nuclear damage caused by X-rays may be responsible for
the synergistic effect, in the sense that one daaaage amplifies the
other, possibly by interfering with repair mechanisaa Vibration
causes appreciable changes in the cells, influencing their subsequent
fate. It may be supposed " -it cells exposed to vibrations became
0
more reactive, and therefore any additional influence is capable of
radically altering their biological properties. A cell with a damaged
cell membrane ray not be as able to wi;ti•tard nuclear damage .red a
cell with its nucleus damaged may not be as capable of withstanding
I ge to its membrgw, as a normal cell.
At present we do not understand why ultrasound followed by
X-rays should be less effe.:tive than X-rays followed by ultrasound and
Wry the synergistic effect should be greater if the treatments n re
separated by a half haw than if they follow Immedistoly. Probably
the differences are due to differences in the nature of the doge
caned by the two agents, and in the nature and timing of the repair
process for both cases.
(7) Cell Cycle. Cells in mitosis probably hove a different
membrane sensitivity than calls in S phase. this is based on the
observations of Todd et al. 106 who haw found thst there is a signifi-
cost difference in the mieroeleetrede tip potentials en call surfaces
in calls in mitosis as compared with cells in the rest of the cycle.
X107 also reports that pronounced variation in all volume and
electrical potential occaapany initiation of mitosis in vitro. 'Thus,
if sonic effects are due to direct w.tion on aabrasa, one would
eoipect same variation of these effects with the cell-division cycle.
It is interesting to note that when symehrasrous cell w—VAstions
are exposed to X-rays at different stops in their life cycle, cells
in S phase are found to be most resistant. Ibis too would "a to
isddate that the medwilsm of cell daatin dos to sanitation asap be
&ffgreet from that of cell dada die to X irsndlatias, which is due
to nuclear amp. Nawrasr, Claim at al. 76 bow "Ported that for
1,5178Y mouse ieukeada cells exiased to I NIz ultrasonic irradiation,
cells in M phase are signifienntly Part susceptible to disintegration
than the average population.
(b) Growth Curve. Since the primary damage appears to by to
the membrane, we believe that important nutrients wy leak out duriraj
sonicatian; and the extension in the log phase .lay be the periai needed
to resynthebize and accumulate time nutrients, and possibly to repair
any sublethal damage. No effect an the doubling time is to be expected
from aabrane damage, which is what we have observed in our experiment.
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The cobov-1onaims ability of iultur" m mmmlia Cells (derived
from Odra" maw boa -meaner can lime N3.1, odamse hamster lung
all litre V79, hmem kldtwy alt Has T-1, or Otaug's human liver cell
itne) enxssecl to mo adaumatic ultrasonic vibrations of different
fiequeaaie (0.1, 04, 1.0, 2.0, 3.3 Mx) or to audiofragtmncles has
been studied to try to understand the rrture of the biological action
Of ultrs"Mc oftn r at the cellular level. the combimed effect of
ISO -W X
-rays and 1.04Nz ultrasonic waves on M3-1 alb has also been
studied.
A commercially available 1.044it ultrasonic generator using a
10 002 X-cut quartz crystal as a tranducer was used for mast of the
asprrlremts, after the oscillator had been redesigned to provide mat•
itorint and LrAMWNlsnt oast-al of the frequency, the dose rote (plate
voltage). mode the time of exposuro. Later, wwther gwnerstor was
specially designed to provi.e ultrasonic waves of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.01
ad 3.3 MHz frequency usitst 10 cm1
 quartz crystals as tt=,sducers for
O-S, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.3 Mlz and an so cm2
 barium titanste crystal for
0.1 ft.
The orpsrimantal procedure involved pneting an aliquoa of a
k D wn rart>er of cells into 35-mace plastic petri dishes. After four to
six hours of incubation at 37'C, each dish was coupled to the 35-ram
quartz crystal transducer (enclosed in a metal cup) using a thin layer
Of glycerin. The oscillator was tamed to the resonant frequency of
the erotal and the frqusmwy omit" on • digital fro"w motor.
At "Was were eigeo I to a giwm fnapevcy wW boa ram for a grow
tire. IM is" late was Controlled by Nowtity eb ventage In tiwo
plate circuit, nW the hate curMt end voltage weer reasried.
After ima "tion at WC far sewn dew (in the case of 013.1
and M cells) or 12 days (for 7°I and Chant's), cite dishes wore
stalned with It agusew wthylow blue solution for 30 trim, runnel
with distilled water, dried ovennitht. and the muter of visible
raoloaies per dish wuMW.
To a 1Wtad extent, Ow effects On SwAh raw, dye uptobe,
site distribution, free-re.4cal production, and nice, copie olwrs-
tions wore also studied.
The following Observations wore made:
(1) the survival curves, In contrast with then for iodtlmg
radi•rtioux, are noarly logarithmic. but tea slope of the line Aecteew
with Increasing doss.
(2) TINS lethal effects are dose-rate dvpsndent anA have a
threshold dose rate. For 013 . 1 cells at 1.0 Mst f *yw#Ky, the thros-
%Mid dose rate otters arow.4 0.123 I0cm1.
(3) Different mammalian veil lines in vitro do not show
appreciably different sn aitivities.
(1) The shape of the survival curve for different frequencies,
as well u for different Coll litres, is similar.
(S) Using a synchro"M Y" all population, we fonel that 4
and early C-I rhom are more resistant and S 0wo an" sensitive to
ultrssowwl. About twice es many cells in N phew survive am do cells
in S phao.
(6) Audiofrequa ►cies at the drse rates used (of the outer of
10-2 M/a2 , which is the threshold for pain) have no lethal offects.
IM dose rates and doses used in the audiofroquenxy a"rimants were
considerably below those .+lawn to prodot* lethal effects for the ultra-
sonic frequencies.
(7) Dora-fractionation studies show that prior exposure son-
• sitizes the cells to stbsequant trestimnt, in contrast with Meat is
Observed with X-rays wizen cells show recrsvary. 01rhdtmmx ssritivity
occurs approximately 30 min after the first exposure, Mme cells are
maintained at 3+•C betwew exposures.
(1) Eosin Y suclusion test inflates mdcated calls begin to
die within 15 min titer wposure Ord that 43005t all mks cells that
will be counted seven days later as rspeodoctive death are alma*
dsed within two hours after saaiatia.
(9) TTs lethal offsets an oboes ad may in the pros nce of
a liquid maw during semieatiat. No 1oHtai effects an Observed it
calls are somlated in the '(roan , state or in tits 'deep' state, i.e.,
without maw.
(10) 'Mao is no W(Orace in the sensitivity te tdt"wmda-
• tom Mw/bsr the cdU an in 'nepansim' or attached to dhow dish, as
long ma they eta also be" in liquid mdius.
(11) as twpormem of the an&= over a rsago of 0 to 25•C At
War time of sm cation does rest afflect the sa altdrity of cells.
(12) calls that survive "Mention taw a longer log phew, but
for dst6ligg Ciao is not affactsd.
(13) Microscopic ex,sminatian %hews that cells er)wa.d to A-S;
1.0, or 2.0 MIX appear the sows. Microscopically, cells esgwsod to
0.1 MHz roaw.wle those exposed to 3.3 Mt but appear different from
cells exposed to 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 Wt. Cells eapasod to O.S, 1.0, ad
2.0 lit fta*m y at intermediate doses detach from tM petri disk
and rand off; many of the cells show charecterist c vadcles ar% W
thaw. At very high doses, most of the Celia disintegrate and appear
me cell debris. Calls expoKad to 0.1 and 3.3 oft frequewtrY rwaim
attached to the dish am at high hoof and main Wir normal strut
tural features, except that the gtsplamm appears aayulatod.
skowing eloctram adcttosapy stews Charactariatic bumpy outer
structure for the awdeatod calls an with dw smootk outer
structure of Control Cells.
(11) 'lire is a wall syswrgistic offect betwsm1 ultrasound and
X-rays. the degree of symrrgism d apehds am X-ray dose and Ow tit
interval Yatawawu treatments, WA is grostor wine ultrasound fellers
X-rays than wlaw it prow des it.
(15) For 013. 1 cells, 0.5 Nest is found to M the most afeectiw
of 0.3, 1.0, 2.0, ad 3.3 oft frequencies.
(16) prom-»dial production if soy, is less than loll free
radicals at the dom used.
(17) Cell-site distribution studies ahew that cells u*eswl to
ultrasound wall as dw* they had been evened to a lypetwhic median.
art	
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(1) go lethal sheets are apt Ames to cmvitsdo n beco" the
iahaeitia used are no* laser Ow these required to maims cavltw
time nee an *Ay primarily are to toaperatu" siaw the effects ars
ebsetved even Am the tomperstwo does lot eenoee A 37'C. We cannot
completely emiude localism taepersture mroew at interfaces.
(2) *ore sew to be two. mmdmdo ms twponeible for cell death:
a) gear cells asposed to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 Nis fre"incits,
dies prirxzy amuse of cell death seem to be damge to functional
behaviour of membraneous stnmcwm. Timis is ird 4 xted by the eosin Y
test sad call-size distribution studies, as well as by microscopic
observations.
b) Far calls erm*W to 0.1 and 3.3 MHx, cell death appears
related to coagulation of protoplasm.
(3) Ultrasonic vibrations cause lethal damage as well as sub-
lethal doge. There is a threshold doss rate for lethal effects.
(4) The effectiveness of ultrasound probably depends tea both
the fra*wwy a of the amplitude of the waves indicating a ,possible
resonance phenomenon.
(5) Synergism between ultrasound and X-rays may be due to an
interaction boomon the nuclear damage caused by X-rays and the damage
to the cell membrane caused by ultrasound.
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